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Abstract
To meet the continuously increasing goals in vehicle fuel efficiency, a number of measures
are taken in automotive powertrain engineering, such as the combination of electric drives
and conventional combustion engines in hybrid vehicles or the increase in gear ratios. This
development leads to more complex powertrain systems, such as automatic transmissions.
At the same time, the need for complex control systems is increased to achieve this desired
functionality.
Automatic transmissions are controlled by an electro-hydraulic control unit that governs
all operations such as gear shifting and starting. Since most of the control software is
designed in the form of open-loop control, most of the operations have to be calibrated
manually. Thus, there exists a large number of calibration parameters in the control soft-
ware that have to be tuned individually for each combination of engine, transmission and
vehicle model. This process is therefore time-consuming and costly. Hence, it would be
advantageous to reduce the need for calibration and in the end shorten the development
process for automatic transmissions by reducing software complexity while maintaining
functionality and performance.
The goal of this thesis is to replace parts of the control software responsible for conducting
the gearshifts that require extensive tuning by implementing control systems that have
no need for calibration: adaptive high-gain λ-tracking controllers. In order to obtain the
control parameters, i.e., the feedback gains, without calibration, an adaption law is imple-
mented that continuously computes these parameters during operation of the controller.
Thus, calibration is no longer needed. Since the system has to be high-gain-stabilizable,
an extensive system analysis is conducted to determine whether an adaptive λ-tracking
controller can be implemented. A nonlinear model of the clutch system dynamics is formu-
lated and investigated. As a result, high-gain stability is proven for the system class and
validated in simulation. Following the stability analysis, the devised adaptive controller is
implemented into the control software running on the series production transmission con-
trol unit. Extensive simulations with a comprehensive vehicle model running the extended
transmission software are conducted to design and to test the adaptive controllers and
their underlying parameters during transmission operation in order to evaluate the control
performance. The control software containing the adaptive controller is then implemented
in two distinct vehicles with different automatic transmissions equipped with series pro-
duction control hardware for the purpose of hardware experiments and validation. The
resulting reduction of calibration efforts is discussed.
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Glossary
Some of the notations in this thesis are taken from the mathematical background of the
control theory. For example, the error signal is referred to as ep¨q if the overall signal
is concerned, whereas eptq refers to a specific value of the control error at time t. This
notation is used for other signals as well.
Vectors and matrices are boldfaced. The notation :“ is used to define parameters and
signals.
➀, ➁, ➂,..,➈, ® engaged gear
ap¨q longitudinal acceleration
A P Rnˆn state matrix
AB P Rnˆn state matrix of subsystem B
A1, A2 control areas in hydraulic control valve
Afric surface area of clutch friction pairings
Ainp¨q cross section of hydraulic inlet aperture
Aoutp¨q cross section of hydraulic outlet aperture
Apist piston surface area
AS signal attenuation
B P Rnˆm, b P Rn input matrix, input vector
bB P Rn input vector of subsystem B
cCV spring rate of control valve return spring
cpist spring rate of clutch piston return spring
C P Rrˆn, c P Rr output matrix, output vector
cB P Rr output vector of subsystem B
Ci electromagnetic coefficient
Chyd hydraulic coefficient
dpxptqq nonlinear disturbance vector
dApxAq nonlinear disturbance vector of subsystem A
dB disturbance vector of subsystem B
dc viscous damping coefficient of clutch disks
dCV viscous damping coefficient of control valve piston
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Glossary
dpist viscous damping coefficient of clutch piston
Des energy spectral density
Dv vibration dose value
ep¨q error signal
e1p¨q error signal during upshifts
e2p¨q error signal during downshifts
eν error signal, time-discrete
E Young’s modulus of oil
fpxptqq nonlinear system state vector
fApxAq nonlinear system state vector of subsystem A
F⃗elp¨q electromagnetic force
F⃗frictionp¨q viscous friction force
F⃗p,Clp¨q force generated by clutch pressure feedback
F⃗springp¨q return spring force
gpxptqq nonlinear system input vector
gApxAq nonlinear system input vector of subsystem A
Gtfp¨q transfer function
Gs autopower spectrum
Hp¨q Heaviside function
hpxptqq nonlinear system output vector
hApxAq nonlinear system output vector of subsystem A
ip¨q electric current
ig current gear ratio
imax maximum electric current
Ip¨q integral feedback term
Im P Rmˆm identity matrix of order m
Iν integral feedback term, time-discrete
I0 initial integral feedback value
Jin combined mass moment of inertia at transmission input shaft
JD mass moment of inertia of clutch input shaft
JL mass moment of inertia of clutch output shaft
Jout combined mass moment of inertia of vehicle mass and output shaft
kp¨q common gain factor
k0 initial common gain factor value
k1p¨q common gain factor during upshifts
k2p¨q common gain factor during downshifts
VIII
Glossary
kdiff gradient of common gain factor, time-discrete
kP proportional feedback gain
kP˚ proportional feedback gain, above which high-gain feedback
stabilization is achieved
kν common gain factor, time-discrete
Kp¨q generalized common gain factor
Lg, Lf Lie derivatives of gpxptqq, fpxptqq
Lout angular momentum of transmission output shaft
mCV mass of control valve piston
mpist mass of clutch piston
Mcoupp¨q coupling torque
MDp¨q driving torque
MEngp¨q engine drive torque
MLp¨q load torque
MVehp¨q combined load torque of vehicle, corresponding to combined drive
resistances
n system order
nEngp¨q engine speed
nA, nB order of subsystems A , B
N filter order
pa accelerator pedal value
pClp¨q clutch pressure
pOS oil sump pressure
pSP system supply pressure
P p¨q proportional feedback term
Pν proportional feedback term, time-discrete
QCVp¨q volume current generated by control valve
Qdp¨q hydraulic flow disturbance
Qinp¨q volume current flowing into clutch piston volume
Qoutp¨q volume current flowing out of clutch piston volume
rm mean friction radius
..
r⃗s position vector
sp¨q control valve piston position
sd P C complex number for digital controller
shf sign of high-frequency gain
smax, smin end positions of control valve piston
IX
Glossary
t time
t1´4 time constants subject to calibration
te time at which the system output signal entered the
λ-neighborhood
td waiting time, duration of stay
tdur desired shift duration
tdur,1 desired shift duration during upshifts
tdur,2 desired shift duration during upshifts
tl time at which a control output limit has been reached
T digital sampling time
u P Rm control input vector
up¨q control signal
uν control signal, time-discrete
umax, umin control signal limits
uA control input of subsystem A
v1, v2 maximum velocities of control valve piston
V volume of clutch piston chamber
x P Rn system state vector
xA,xB P Rn system state vector of subsystems A , B
xp¨q clutch piston position
y P Rr system output vector
yp¨q system output signal
yAp¨q system output signal of subsystem A
yrefp¨q P Cn, n P N reference trajectory
yν system output signal, time-discrete
yref,ν reference trajectory, time-discrete
z number of friction pairings of clutch disks
zd z-transformed complex number
zk zeros of subsystem B
Z matrix of zeros of a system
α flow coefficient
γ coefficient to influence adaption speed
δ relative degree
δA, δB relative degree of subsystems A , B
δeff effective relative degree on a macroscopic scale
X
Glossary
∆ term indicating counteracting behavior of proportional and
integral feedback terms
∆f frequency resolution
∆T time period for computation of Des
∆ν term indicating counteracting behavior of proportional and
integral feedback terms, time-discrete
ε coefficient for smaller error neighborhood
η gain coefficient for integral feedback term
κ gain coefficient for derivative feedback term
λ error neighborhood
λτ error neighborhood parameter for funnel control
µ coefficient of sliding friction
ξ,ηI nonlinear function vectors
ρ density of oil
σ, σd coefficient for decrease term in adaption laws
σi coefficient for increase term in fully exponential adaption law
σf p¨q adaption coefficient for adaptive fuzzy control
Σp¨q generalized integral feedback term
τ time parameter for funnel control
φ1p¨q coordinate of motion, input shaft
φ2p¨q coordinate of motion, output shaft
.
φinp¨q angular velocity of transmission input shaft during fixed gear
.
φoutp¨q angular velocity of transmission output shaft
ϕipxq, zi, apzq, bpzq, qipzq nonlinear functions
Φpxq nonlinear function vector
ωrelp¨q relative speed of clutch disks
ωengp¨q engine speed
ωE end value of engine speed signal
ωc,d cut-off frequency
ωs,d stopband frequency
ωS start value of engine speed signal
B05, B06, B08 brakes of NAG3 transmission
CAN Control Area Network
ECU electronic control unit
K1, K2 clutches of FDCT transmission
XI
Glossary
K27, K38, K81 clutches of NAG3 transmission
LTI linear time-invariant
MIMO multiple-input, multiple-output
PID proportional, integral, derivative
SiL software-in-the-loop
SISO single-input, single-output
TCU transmission control unit
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1 Introduction
First, the motivation for this thesis is provided and an overview of the work is given.
Also, the topic of calibration of automotive control software is introduced. The chapter
concludes with the problem definition and thesis outline.
1.1 Motivation
The past years have seen a growing concern in reducing the CO2-emissions and in improv-
ing the fuel efficiency of passenger cars and commercial vehicles. To meet the ambitious
goals in vehicle fuel consumption, energy efficiency has become of the essence in automo-
tive engineering, especially in the design of powertrain systems (see [Grim 13]). In order
to achieve these goals, a number of measures are taken, such as the combination of elec-
tric drives and conventional combustion engines in hybrid vehicles (see [TiRE12]) or the
increase in gear ratios in automotive transmissions (see [Do¨HI 13]). This leads to an in-
crease in overall powertrain efficiency, since the combustion engine can be operated closer
to its energy-optimal set point in a wider range of driving situations (see [FiJK12]).
However, this development also leads to more complex powertrain systems, such as in
automatic transmissions. At the same time, the need for complex control systems is in-
creased (see [Ro¨BK12]).
Automatic transmissions are controlled via an electro-hydraulic control unit that conducts
all operations such as gear shifting, vehicle pull away and fault diagnosis. Since most of
the control software is designed in the form of open-loop control, most of the operations
have to be calibrated manually. Thus, some form of a-priori knowledge is required. This is
done in order to ensure the desired system performance regarding speed and comfortabil-
ity in a wide range of driving and operating scenarios. As a result, there is a vast number
of calibration parameters in the control software that have to be tuned individually for
each combination of engine, transmission and vehicle model.
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1.2 Calibration of Gearshifts
Reducing the calibration efforts is a continuing goal in improving the development pro-
cess for powertrain systems. In order to show the magnitude of the calibration process, a
common gearshift procedure is considered.
The automatic transmissions discussed in this thesis are capable of switching gears while
providing a continuous torque to the output driveshaft. They are designed with multiple
sets of gears to engage different gear ratios. These gear set combinations are engaged with
the help of multiple friction clutch actuators that can be operated in a powered state to
ensure continuity of drive torque. When switching the gear ratio, one clutch supporting
the current gear has to be disengaged while a second clutch, responsible for the next gear,
has to be engaged. The friction clutches are electro-hydraulically actuated. The control
pressure of a hydraulic fluid, which is controlled via an electrically actuated control valve,
exerts a force on the clutch piston in order to push the friction disks together and transmit
the drive torque from one side of the clutch to the other. A common powered upshift
procedure is carried out as follows:
First, the disengaging clutch is moved into a state with low slippage, so that the current
torque is still transmitted. At the same time, the engaging clutch is filled with hydraulic
oil and moved to the touch point, where it does not yet transmit any torque. After
this state is achieved, the torque handover phase is conducted. The disengaging clutch
reduces its pressure and transmitted torque, while the engaging clutch further increases
its pressure and its respective ability to transmit the drive torque. At the end of the
handover phase, the disengaging clutch is fully released and the engaging clutch is now
transmitting the full torque while still being in a slipping state. Now the engine speed has
to be reduced to the level that is characteristic for the new gear ratio. To achieve this,
the clutch pressure is further increased to act as a break in order to reduce relative speed
at the clutch to zero. During this procedure, certain functions in the transmission control
software are active to force a certain gradient of the engine speed and to simultaneously
reduce the drive torque generated by the combustion engine. After the relative speed at
the engaging clutch has been reduced to zero, the gearshift procedure is complete. During
the gearshift process, numerous disturbances and uncertainties are present that cannot be
measured and accounted for. For example, the current clutch pressure, friction coefficients
and actual torque capacities are unknown. Also, there exists a number of varying influ-
ences such as temperature, total vehicle mass, as well as wear and tear effects, that have a
major effect on the shifting quality in a passenger car. Therefore, tuning the transmission
control software is a complex task. During the calibration process, a vast number of pa-
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rameters is tuned that are used later during a specific situation. This is done in an effort
to ensure the same shifting quality in different driving situations. Figure 1.1 shows some
exemplary time constants that have to be tuned during the calibration process. Various
Pressure
Time
Disengaging Clutch
Engaging
Clutch
t1 t2 t3 t4
p3
p2
p1
Figure 1.1: Exemplary plot of clutch pressures versus time of a common powered upshift
procedure, including some exemplary time constants t1 – t4 and pressure values
p1 – p3 that are subject to calibration
methods are conceivable to expedite the calibration process.
One possibility is to use a detailed system model for simulation purposes and tune the
calibration parameters in a software-in-the-loop (SiL) environment. This set of pre-tuned
parameters can be used for the actual calibration process using a vehicle with the actual
powertrain hardware. If the system model is sufficiently detailed, this method can con-
tribute to reducing the classic calibration efforts. However, it is a very complex task to
obtain a precise system model that can be used for the characterization of a simulated
shift procedure. Also, the shifting quality is very subjective and cannot be easily simu-
lated.
Another method is to conduct automated calibration procedures on a test-bench, where
the complete powertrain is assembled and can be tested using a number of different load
scenarios to assess the shifting quality (see [BSEA08]). An optimization method would
have to be implemented in order to determine the next set of calibration parameters that
would improve the shifting quality. Thus, calibration parameters could be tuned auto-
matically. However, this generates the need for a complex and costly test-bench system.
Again, the characterization of the shifting quality is quite subjective and therefore not
easy to emulate in a sensor evaluation algorithm that would feed into the optimization
process. Hence, an automated calibration approach is also not optimal when trying to
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reduce the calibration efforts.
A completely different approach is to avoid the calibration process altogether, rather than
shortening or automating it. The large number of calibration parameters is due to the fact
that most of the transmission control software is designed in the form of open-loop con-
trol. This results in the need to specify control values for numerous operation scenarios,
such as the time constants t1 – t4 and pressure constants p1 – p3 depicted in Fig. 1.1, in
order to achieve the desired system behavior. When applying closed-loop control systems,
the controller uses a feedback signal of the system output to generate an error value and
to compute a suitable control value. Nonetheless, the control parameters also have to be
pre-specified and would therefore be part of the calibration process. This deficiency can
be overcome by incorporating adaptive controllers into the transmission control software.
They use an adaption law to continuously compute the control parameters and thus elim-
inate the need for calibration (see [A˚sWi 89], [Ilch 91]). This approach is pursued in this
thesis.
In the following, various methods for calibration are examined, as well as strategies to
shorten or even to circumvent the calibration process.
When considering gearshift procedures, the main goal is to achieve fast shifts while ensur-
ing shift comfort. This is to be achieved for a wide range of different driving situations.
Some exemplary environmental and systemic influences that can change quickly and have
a rather large effect on the shifting quality are:
• current engine speed: 600min´1 to 7000min´1,
• current engine torque: ´70Nm to 1000Nm,
• temperature of transmission oil: ´40 0C to 100 0C,
• total vehicle mass, including tow load: 1500 kg to 7000 kg,
• wear and tear of transmission components, such as friction clutch disks or contam-
inations in the hydraulic fluids.
Therefore, the shifting quality has to be calibrated for each unique set of these conditions.
Manual Calibration
The most common procedure in powertrain engineering is to conduct a manual calibration
of the respective system, such as gearshifts in automatic transmissions. Thus, the calibra-
tion process benefits from an experienced engineer, who is able to evaluate the shifting
4
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quality while driving and making the appropriate changes in the calibration parameters,
if necessary. This is to be repeated for every conceivable system state, e.g. driving sit-
uation, that the transmission may encounter. Therefore, this process is very costly and
time-consuming.
Automated Calibration
In order to reduce the need for manual calibration, there have been efforts to automat-
ically conduct a calibration of transmission control units with the help of a test-bench
(see [Stef 07], [BSEA08], [KKAG09]). A complete powertrain system can be operated as
if it was driving on the road and the calibration parameters can be changed according
to a test plan. During the process, the shift quality is evaluated by an algorithm that
generates a grade for each shift conducted by the test-bench and changes the calibration
parameters in order to optimize the shift quality. Thus, an optimization algorithm is in
operation that substitutes the calibration engineer for evaluation of shift quality.
This automated calibration approach is advantageous with respect to reproducibility of
system states, since all environmental parameters can be controlled on a test-bench.
Therefore, the calibration can be conducted efficiently with less test runs to verify the
chosen parameters. However, an automated calibration test-bench is also quite costly and
has to run for a certain time for the optimization algorithm to obtain a conclusive shift
quality evaluation.
Model-based Calibration
Another possibility is to conduct calibration procedures without any powertrain hardware.
Instead, a simulated powertrain environment is used. This requires a detailed model
of the powertrain system and the transmission control unit (see [ScKB05], [Crew 07],
[LaKr 10]). If available, this enables the engineer to conduct certain parts of the calibration
in a simulation environment, so no costly test-bench or vehicle is needed. However,
the need for a detailed system model is difficult to meet. Obtaining a system model
with the complexity of a complete vehicle powertrain is a demanding task. Numerous
measurements of individual system dynamics would be required for model verification
and validation purposes. This is also very time-consuming and therefore not feasible.
Also, the evaluation of the shift quality – which is highly subjective – is difficult to do
with the help of simulated data.
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Adaptive Control
A completely different approach is to avoid calibration altogether. It is required mostly
for open-loop controllers, so that they can be operated with the desired performance
regarding speed and comfortability during different system states, in this case, driving
situations. If closed-loop controllers are applied, they automatically react to changing
system parameters and disturbances. However, the control parameters, for example the
proportional, integral and derivative gains of a PID-controller, still have to be calibrated.
Also, in order to achieve the desired performance in different driving situations, these
parameters would have to be calibrated for each individual situation. This deficiency can
be overcome with the help of adaptive controllers (see [A˚sWi 89]). They use an adaption
law to continuously compute the control parameters and are therefore able to quickly
react to changes in the system or environmental parameters. This in return enables them
to be applied to a system with only partial knowledge of the system parameters. This way,
they can contribute to the reduction of the calibration efforts, if they can be incorporated
into the transmission control software.
Goal of Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to reduce calibration efforts of automatic transmission control
software in replacing traditional open-loop controllers by adaptive high-gain feedback
controllers that require very little calibration. Hence, software complexity is supposed to
be reduced while functionality has to be maintained. The newly devised controllers are
designed and evaluated regarding
• stability of the closed-loop control architecture,
• control performance,
• feasibility of application in series production control hardware, and
• potential to reduce calibration efforts.
In order to achieve sufficient control performance, different feedback structures and various
adaption laws are investigated. The goal is to at least recreate the shift quality and
speed achieved by the current traditional control software while reducing the number of
calibration parameters. Hence, the advantage gained by reduced calibration efforts is not
to be impaired by diminished control performance.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
After these introductory remarks (Chapter 1), the theory and state of the art of adaptive
control is discussed (Chapter 2). Both linear and nonlinear system theory with regard to
adaptive λ-tracking control is discussed. Thus, the tools for analyzing the clutch control
system and for designing suitable adaptive controllers are given. The following chapter
provides an overview over the automatic transmissions considered in this thesis and forms
the theoretical basis of adaptive control for application in automatic transmissions (Chap-
ter 3). A nonlinear system model is obtained via a set of ordinary differential equations
and its stability regarding high-gain feedback control is investigated. Based on the discov-
eries, controller requirements are derived. In Chapter 4, the adaptive control algorithms
are designed and integrated into the transmission control software. The control parame-
ters are calibrated and the intricacies of the digital control implementation are discussed.
The design process is accompanied by simulations of gearshifts in a SiL environment. The
devised adaptive controller is tested in vehicle experiments and compared to simulation
in Chapter 5. Two distinct powertrains with two different transmissions are compared
while running the same adaptive controller in the control software to conduct gearshifts.
Both shift quality and shift speed are investigated. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the work
by evaluating the results. The potential to reduce calibration efforts is discussed and
an overview of future work in the field of adaptive control in automatic transmissions is
given.
7

2 Fundamentals of Adaptive Control
In this chapter, the principle of adaptive high-gain feedback control is introduced along
with the theoretical background and stability investigation methods for both linear and
nonlinear systems. Exemplary adaptive controllers are discussed.
2.1 Linear Control Systems
First, an introduction into linear system theory is given and basic high-gain feedback
controllers are considered along with the stability requirements.
2.1.1 System Class
Consider a linear time-invariant (LTI) system:
.xptq “ Axptq `Buptq
yptq “ Cxptq
+
(2.1)
where A P Rnˆn,B P Rnˆm,C P Rrˆn,x P Rn, u P Rm,y P Rr. Also, there is no
feedthrough matrix, i.e., D “ 0.
This constitutes the standard case of a multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) system
with state matrix A, input matrix B and output matrix C.
For single-input, single-output (SISO) systems, A is also a matrix, whereas b and c are
mere vectors, denoted by small letters. Furthermore, yp¨q and up¨q become scalar functions
of time.
2.1.2 Control Architecture
In order to influence a system of the form (2.1), a controller has to be implemented that
determines the control input up¨q. There are two basic designs of control systems: open-
and closed-loop control. An open-loop controller only uses information from the reference
signal yrefp¨q to generate a control value. Open-loop controllers are unable to react to any
9
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disturbances that act on the system. If a reaction is required, the disturbances have to
be predetermined and accounted for in the controller design.
A closed-loop controller incorporates a feedback structure into the system. This enables
the controller to use information from the system state vector, as well as the reference
signal to generate a control signal up¨q (see Fig. 2.1).
PlantController
Feedback
Disturbance
yueyref
-
Figure 2.1: Closed-loop control structure
A closed-loop system is able to automatically react to disturbances acting on the system.
However, sensors are needed to measure one or more system states and generate the feed-
back loop.
In the thesis at hand, output feedback control is considered. It consists of a single output
value yp¨q P R being measured and fed back into a controller for the computation of an
error value ep¨q that is used to generate a single control input value up¨q. Thus, a SISO
system is controlled, as shown in the following example:
.xptq “ Axptq ` buptq
yptq “ c xptq
+
(2.2)
eptq “ yptq ´ yrefptq
uptq “ ´kP eptq
+
(2.3)
where kP ą 0,A P Rnˆn,b P Rn, c P Rn,x P Rn, u P R, y P R, kP P R.
Note that the sign of up¨q is dependent on the sign of the high-frequency gain, which is
discussed in Section 2.1.6. The controller has to counteract the system’s dynamics in
order to reduce the error signal ep¨q. At this point, it is assumed that a negative control
value up¨q causes the system output and thus the error signal to be reduced.
This constitutes a simple proportional feedback controller for further considerations.
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2.1.3 Stability of LTI Systems
For LTI systems of the form (2.1), there are multiple methods to investigate their stability.
In the thesis at hand, the root locus plot is discussed.
Consider the distribution of the poles and zeros of the system’s transfer function (see
[Unbe 08]). Asymptotic stability is achieved if all of the poles have negative real parts,
i.e., the poles are located in the left-half open complex plane. As long as the system’s
poles are distributed in this manner, the controller does not need to stabilize the system.
If the poles are distributed in a way that some are located on the right-half open complex
plane, the controller has to be designed in such a way that the closed-loop system is
stabilized, i.e., the poles are moved to left-half complex plane. A feedback controller of
the form (2.3) is able to relocate all poles, depending on the proportional gain kP . The
trajectories the poles take while the feedback gain is increased is given in the root locus
plot. While increasing the feedback gain, the poles move along individual trajectories on
the complex plane. The shape of the trajectories is dependent on the underlying system
dynamics. They end in the location of the zeros of the system, which means that for
kP Ñ `8, the poles are located directly on the zeros. If there are more poles than zeros,
which is the case for deterministic systems, the extra poles may move anywhere on the
complex plane. If however there is only one more pole than zeros in the system, this extra
pole always moves towards ´8 for kP Ñ `8 and is therefore relocated to the stable
region of the complex plane.
A feedback controller that is able to stabilize the system has to be designed with a certain
proportional gain kP ě kP˚ that achieves the relocation of the poles towards a stable
distribution in the complex plane. The value kP˚ denotes the minimal gain at which
stability is achieved. This can be determined for instance with the help of the root locus
plot. However, precise knowledge of the system and its parameters is required.
2.1.4 Classic adaptive Controllers
If little or nothing is known of the system parameters, classic control design methods
fail. They rely on the knowledge of the transfer function or the time constants of the
system to design a suitable controller that achieves the desired performance and closed-
loop stability, as mentioned above. The case of unknown system parameters may arise if
the system is very complex and a sufficient model is unavailable, or if the parameters are
subject to sudden and significant changes. Adaptive controllers are a way of dealing with
these problems (see Fig. 2.2). The principle of adaptive control was first investigated for
autopilot systems in high-performance aircrafts (see [A˚sWi 89]). These controllers used
11
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Control Systems
Open-loop ControlClosed-loop Control
Pre-specified
Control Parameters
Adaptive Controllers
High-Gain
Feedback
Gain Scheduling
λ-Tracking
Decreasing Need
for Knowledge
of System
Parameters
Exact Tracking
Figure 2.2: Classification of control systems
a gain scheduling method in order to switch control parameters such as proportional or
derivative gains according to the current system state to account for drastic changes in
system parameters, such as air pressure. The first adaptive controller based on high-gain
feedback was introduced by Willems and Byrnes (see [WiBy 84]), where an adaption law
was introduced that continuously computes the control gain, rather than pre-specifying it.
In [Nuss 84], the controller was extended by a so-called Nussbaum function that eliminates
the need to know the sign of the high-frequency gain of the system, which had been a
prerequisite before. It was shown that the system can be stabilized in this manner.
However, better control performance is achieved if the sign is known (see Section 2.1.6 for
further details).
Adaptive λ-tracking control has been investigated in different areas. Among them are the
control of mechanical systems, such as servo systems (see [IlSc 07], [HaES 08]), manipulator
robots (see [HaES 08]) or the locomotion of biologically inspired robots (see [BeZi 06]).
Also, the adaptive control of the concentration of an anesthetic in a patient during surgery
has been demonstrated (see [Bull 00]). Furthermore, adaptive λ-tracking is able to control
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pH values in a biogas reactor (see [IlPL 97]). All of these examples suggest that the
principle of λ-tracking control is applicable to a wide range of scenarios and is therefore
worthwhile to investigate for the purpose of this work.
A classic adaptive controller, taken from [IlRy 94], is:
eptq “ yptq ´ yrefptq
uptq “ ´kptq eptq
.
kptq “ max t0, |eptq| ´ λu2 , kp0q “ 0
,/./- (2.4)
where λ ě 0.
This constitutes a first-order controller, since there is a differential equation of first order
in the adaptor of controller (2.4).
The controller works as follows: The proportional gain of the controller is not constant,
but a function of time, which means that it is not pre-specified by the designer. During
operation, the gain kp¨q is determined by the adaptor (2.4). If the system output yptq is
outside the error neighborhood, i.e., |eptq| ą λ, the gain is increased by the square of that
distance. If the system output is inside the λ-neighborhood, the gain is kept constant,
since the adaption law now states
.
kptq “ 0. This constitutes λ-tracking with a dead-
zone behavior (see Fig. 2.3). The adaptor ensures that the gain kp¨q is increased until
Time
System
Output yrefpt˚q ` λ
yrefpt˚q ´ λ
ypt˚q
t˚
Figure 2.3: Principle of λ-tracking
the control goal is achieved, i.e., until the gain reached the level kptq ě kP˚ necessary for
stabilization. Afterwards, the gain may only be increased further, but not reduced.
Scheduling and Boost of Increase Term
In order to increase the control performance, various extensions to the adaptor’s increase
behavior have been investigated (see [BeSt 09], [BeSt 10], [LoBe 11], [BeLo 12]).
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First, the adaptor’s behavior was amplified by the introduction of a factor γ ą 1:
.
kptq “ γ pmax t0, ||eptq|| ´ λuq2 (2.5)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1.
Since γ can be chosen arbitrarily large, the increase of kp¨q can be amplified at will. This
improves the control performance considerably. However, there are no restrictions to
prevent the gain factor from overshooting, since the adaptor’s dynamics are unbounded.
Thus, kp¨q may become unnecessarily large.
Another extension deals with the nature of the quadratic function in the adaptor. If
the system output is far away from the λ-neighborhood, the square of that distance con-
tributes well to the increase term. If however the system output is close, but still outside
the λ-neighborhood, the adaptor’s dynamics are unsatisfactory. A small number (ă 1), if
squared, results in an even smaller number, so the increase of the gain factor kp¨q will be
quite slow if λ ă |eptq| ă 1 ` λ. To overcome this deficiency, different increase terms are
introduced for different regions of the error value eptq (see [BeSt 09]):
.
kptq “
$’&’%
γ p|eptq| ´ λq2 , if 1` λ ă |eptq|
γ p|eptq| ´ λq 12 , if λ ď |eptq| ď 1` λ
0, if |eptq| ă λ
(2.6)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1.
This adaptor changes the increase term from a quadratic to a square-root function, while
yp¨q approaches the λ-neighborhood. Thus, small values of the control error |eptq| are not
decreased further by the quadratic function. This leads to an overall improved control
performance.
σ-Modification and Decrease Term
At this point, there is no possibility to decrease the gain factor kp¨q. However, this may
be necessary: Consider the case that a strong disturbance acts on the system, which
leads to the system output repeatedly exiting the λ-neighborhood. This results in an
increase of the control gain to achieve the control goal. If the disturbance subsides, or is
replaced by one with a considerably smaller amplitude, the control goal is still achieved,
but the gain factor kp¨q is now higher than necessary for this situation. Hence, the control
system becomes unnecessarily stiff and the control actuator uses more energy to quickly
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change the control input of the system. This might be unfavorable behavior, since saving
energy is usually desired. The control gain should therefore be as high as necessary and
as low as possible. Thus, the adaptor has to include the ability to reduce the control
gain. In [LoBe 11], multiple adaptors capable of doing so have been investigated. One
possibility is to include the increase and decrease behavior into one equation, as proposed
in [IoKo 83]:
.
kptq “ ´σ kptq ` γ pmax t0, |yptq| ´ λuq2 (2.7)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σ ą 0.
This is known as σ-modification. Note that it was originally designed for a stabilizing
controller only. For λ-tracking, |yptq| has to be replaced by |eptq|.
This controller leads to a rather chaotic behavior of the system, since increase and decrease
terms may be active simultaneously. Also, decrease of the gain factor starts as soon as
the system output enters the λ-neighborhood. As pointed out in [MaPo 96], it may be
advantageous to wait a pre-specified time td for which the λ-neighborhood has to be
observed before the reduction of the gain factor begins. This can be incorporated into the
known scheduling scheme of adaptor (2.6), as in the following example (see [BeSt 10]):
.
kptq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
γ p|eptq| ´ λq2 , if |eptq| ą 1` λ
γ p|eptq| ´ λq 12 , if λ ď |eptq| ď 1` λ
0, if |eptq| ă λ ^ t´ te ă td
´σ, if |eptq| ă λ ^ t´ te ě td
(2.8)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σ ą 0, td ą 0, and te denotes the time at which the system output
last entered the λ-neighborhood.
In this case, kp¨q would be decreased linearly after the system output had spent the pre-
specified time td inside the λ-neighborhood. If it is left afterwards, the usual increase
terms of the adaptor take over.
Although this design satisfies all the needs for the decrease capability, the linear reduc-
tion term is not optimal. In [LoBe 11], a reduction term is proposed that combines an
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exponential decrease term with deceleration behavior:
.
kptq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
γ p|eptq| ´ λq2 , if |eptq| ą 1` λ
γ p|eptq| ´ λq 12 , if λ ď |eptq| ď 1` λ
0, if |eptq| ă λ ^ t´ te ă td
´σ
´
1´ |eptq|
λ
¯
kptq, if |eptq| ă λ ^ t´ te ě td
(2.9)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σ ą 0, td ą 0.
Now, the decrease term is a function of kptq and eptq. This way, the decrease rate is
dependent on the overall magnitude of kptq. Also, the decrease of kp¨q is stalled when the
system output approaches the border of the λ-neighborhood from within. This helps to
avoid exiting the λ-neighborhood due to the decrease behavior.
Modification of λ-Neighborhood
In order to enforce that the specified λ-neighborhood is obeyed, a smaller ελ-neighborhood
is used in the adaption law, with 0 ă ε ď 1 (see [LoBe 11], [BeLo 12]). Thus, ε-safe λ-
tracking is introduced:
.
kptq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq2 , if |eptq| ą 1` ελ
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq 12 , if ελ ď |eptq| ď 1` ελ
0, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ă td
´σ
´
1´ |eptq|
ελ
¯
kptq, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ě td
(2.10)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σ ą 0, td ą 0, 0 ă ε ď 1.
This way, the likelihood of the system output leaving the ελ-neighborhood is as high as
leaving the λ-neighborhood with adaptor (2.9). However, since ελ ă λ, the system is less
likely to leave the λ-neighborhood with adaptor (2.10).
By incorporating all the modifications to classic adaptors discussed in this section into
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one adaptive controller, the following is obtained:
eptq “ yptq ´ yrefptq
uptq “ ´kptq eptq
.
kptq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq2 , if |eptq| ą 1` ελ
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq 12 , if ελ ď |eptq| ď 1` ελ
0, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ă td
´σ
´
1´ |eptq|
ελ
¯
kptq, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ě td
,/////////./////////-
(2.11)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σ ą 0, td ą 0, 0 ă ε ď 1.
This denotes the basic adaptive controller from literature that will be used for the following
considerations.
Note that replacing open-loop controllers with a closed-loop control structure requires
the implementation of sensors to create a feedback loop. In the case of the automatic
transmissions considered in this work, additional sensors are not required, since speed
sensors providing angular velocities of the clutches’ input and output shafts are already
present in the transmissions’ design.
2.1.5 Other adaptive Controllers
There are various principles to design adaptive controllers. In this section, alternatives are
presented and the corresponding adaption laws are considered, to provide a more detailed
overview of adaptive control systems.
Funnel Control
In the previous section, an introduction into first-order controllers is given. They incorpo-
rate a differential equation into the adaption law, so there exists an equation for
.
kptq. It
is also conceivable to use explicit equations for kptq and thus create zero-order controllers.
One example of zero-order controllers that is subject to current research is funnel control
(see [IlRS 02], [IlSc 07], [Schu 09]). It works as follows:
The adaptor generates an upper limit for the error value |eptq| that is not supposed to
be left. This limit function is designed in the form of a funnel, so that an arbitrarily
large error value at the beginning will evolve towards the pre-specified λ-neighborhood
and never leave the error funnel in the process (see Fig. 2.4). As depicted, the error value
is supposed to evolve inside the funnel function, described by the terms ˘ 1
φptq . This is
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λτ
´λτ
eptq
ep0q
τ
e
t
λ
´λ
1
φptq
´ 1
φptq
Figure 2.4: Principle of funnel control with limit functions ˘ 1
φptq ([IlSc 07])
achieved with the following controller (see [IlRS 02]):
eptq “ yptq ´ yrefptq
uptq “ ´kptq eptq
kptq “ 11´ φptq |eptq|
φptq “ t
λ pt´ τq ` λτ τ
,///////.///////-
(2.12)
where λτ ą λ ą 0, τ ą 0.
The controller works as follows: If the error value |eptq| approaches the border of the
funnel function, the control gain kptq is increased. It may be increased arbitrarily high,
since the equation yields kptq Ñ `8 for |eptq| Ñ 1
φptq . Thus, the system output is kept
inside the funnel at all times. For tÑ `8, the funnel function equals the λ-neighborhood.
Note that the unbounded increase of kp¨q results in a stiff system.
Some problems arise when a funnel controller of type (2.12) is applied. First of all,
the system output will oscillate inside the prescribed funnel. The gain factor is always
decreased to kptq “ 1, if |eptq| “ 0. An appropriate control gain is achieved only if
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|eptq| ą 0. Hence, the control gain also oscillates. Furthermore, this leads to a stiff closed-
loop system, since strong and sudden changes of the control gain occur. This kind of
irregular behavior is unfavorable for most control applications. Therefore, funnel control
is not considered in this thesis.
Adaptive Fuzzy Control
Another possibility of designing adaptors for high-gain feedback controllers is the usage of
fuzzy systems. Instead of differential equations, a fuzzy system computes the current gain
factor kptq. Thus, linguistic rules can be incorporated into the adaptive controller, which
can be advantageous in transferring expert knowledge about a system into the adaptor.
Remark 2.1 Note that in the case presented here, the fuzzy inference system is used to
compute the gain of an underlying proportional controller. This is contrary to traditional
fuzzy controllers, where the control output uptq is the result of the fuzzy system. Thus, the
approach taken here is only partly a fuzzy controller.
In [BeLo 12], the following adaptive fuzzy controller is proposed:
eptq “ yptq ´ yrefptq
uptq “ ´kptq eptq
.
kptq “ σf ptq kptq
σf ptq “ Fuzzy Controller peptq, t, td, ε, λq
kp0q “ 1
,//////.//////-
(2.13)
with λ ě 0, td ą 0, 0 ă ε ď 1.
The controller incorporates a first-order adaptive controller with locally exponential be-
havior. The rate of the exponential increase or decrease is determined via a fuzzy inference
system. A rule set is devised that is supposed to generate the desired control behavior.
As discussed in [BeLo 12], this approach may lead to slow control dynamics. However, it
is conceivable to revisit the adaptive fuzzy controller and modify the adaption law as well
as the underlying rule set to the clutch control system at hand.
2.1.6 High-gain Feedback Stability
For adaptive controllers, a number of requirements have to be met by the system in order
to ensure stability of the closed-loop system. Following the previous remarks on the root-
locus plot, these requirements are now discussed.
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As shown in [Sont 98] and [Schr 10], the following conditions have to be met for the
application of an adaptive high-gain feedback controller:
• the relative degree of the system equals one,
• the system is minimum-phase and
• the sign of the high-frequency gain is known.
Relative Degree
The relative degree δ of a system gives the derivative order of the system’s output yp¨q
that the control input up¨q directly acts on. It therefore denotes the lowest number of
integrators that the input signal has to overcome on its path towards the system output.
For LTI systems, the relative degree is also the difference of the number of poles and zeros
of the system’s transfer function. The relative degree is determined as follows:
Begin with δ “ 1 and compute:
CAδ´1B (2.14)
IfCAδ´1B “ 0, increase δ by 1 and recompute. Repeat the process until det `CAδ´1B˘ ‰
0. After the process is finished, δ equals the relative degree of the system.
The condition of δ “ 1 implies, there can only be one more pole than zeros in the system.
As mentioned above, one surplus pole always moves towards ´8 on the complex plane
while increasing the feedback gain, and is therefore stabilized.
As shown in [Sont 98], this condition can be relaxed. If a system contains more than
one surplus pole, i.e., if the relative degree is greater than 1, the feedback structure can
be modified to stabilize the system. If derivatives of the system output up to the order
δ´1 are included in the feedback structure, additional zeros can be incorporated into the
closed-loop system. This way, the relative degree of the system is lowered. For example, a
system with relative degree 2 can be controlled via high-gain feedback if a derivative term
is introduced into the feedback structure. Therefore, an adaptive PD-feedback controller
is able to stabilize and control a system with δ “ 2.
Minimum-Phase Property
A system is called minimum-phase, if it has stable zero dynamics. For LTI systems, this
means that all of the zeros are located in the left-half open complex plane, i.e., if they
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have negative real parts. The zeros are computed with the help of the Rosenbrock matrix
(see [DrHa 99]):
det
«
A´ ZIm B
C 0
ff
“ 0 (2.15)
Zij ď 0 (2.16)
The need for this requirement is quite obvious when considering the root-locus plot (see
Fig. 2.5): When changing the proportional feedback gain of a closed-loop system, all of
the poles are relocated along certain trajectories, which end in the zeros of the system. If a
high-gain feedback controller is supposed to be applied, it has to be ensured that at some
level of kptq ě kP˚ , all of the poles are moved to the left-half open complex plane, where
closed-loop stability is achieved, called the stable region of the complex plane. This is not
possible if any zeros are located on the right-half open complex plane, as the root-locus
trajectories would not reach the stable region for kptq Ñ `8. Therefore, the minimum-
phase condition is imperative for high-gain feedback control of a system. This behavior is
0
0
k ă kP˚
k ą kP˚
k “ kP˚
Re
Im
k “ 0
Figure 2.5: Root locus plot of an LTI system with feedback stabilization and different
settings for the proportional feedback gain kp¨q
depicted in Fig. 2.5. For k “ 0, i.e., without feedback control, the system has an unstable
pair of poles in the right-half complex plane, a stable pole in the left-half complex plane
and a pair of zeros in the left-half complex plane. Thus, the system is minimum-phase. If
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the proportional feedback gain is increased, the unstable poles move along the root locus
trajectories. If the feedback gain increases beyond a certain value kP˚ , the unstable poles
are relocated in the stable region of the complex plane. For kptq Ñ `8, the poles would
be located directly on the zeros of the system, and thus effectively achieving cancellation
of the system dynamics.
Sign of High-Frequency Gain
The sign of the high-frequency gain of the system has to be known in order to apply
an adaptive controller. It denotes the direction of the actuator that is operated via the
control signal up¨q. This could be the direction of the mechanical torque of an electric
motor resulting from a positive electric current, for example. In engineering applications,
this knowledge is usually present.
The adaptive controllers discussed so far require the system to react in such a way that
an increase of the control signal up¨q results in an increase of the system output signal
yp¨q. This coincides with the spectrum of the gain matrix CAB having only eigenvalues
in the right-half open complex plane:
spec pCABq P C` (2.17)
In case of SISO systems, cAb becomes a number. Thus, the sign of the high-frequency
gain is positive. If the sign is negative, i.e., if the eigenvalues of the gain matrix are
located in the left-half open complex plane, the control signal has to reverse its sign as
well for the controller to be operational. Hence, the controller equations are extended:
eptq “ shf ¨ pyptq ´ yrefptqq
uptq “ kptq eptq
shf :“
#
´1, if spec pCABq P C`
1, if spec pCABq P C´
,////.////- (2.18)
Note that this notation changes the sign of the error signal ep¨q, not the control signal
up¨q. However, this has the same effect, since uptq9 eptq. Also, by reversing the definition
of shf with regard to the spectrum of the gain matrix, the sign of uptq has been reversed
to uptq “ kptq eptq as well.
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2.2 Nonlinear Control Systems
In the following, nonlinear systems theory and high-gain feedback stability of nonlinear
systems are discussed. This background is necessary if the system at hand exhibits nonlin-
ear dynamics, such as in hydraulics, which is to be expected in automatic transmissions.
2.2.1 System Class and Control Architecture
As before, the focus of this thesis lies on SISO systems. For nonlinear SISO systems, a
different form of representation has to be chosen:
.xptq “ fpxptqq ` gpxptqq ¨ uptq
yptq “ hpxptqq
+
(2.19)
where x P Rn, f P C l pRn,Rnq ,g P C l pRn,Rnq ,h P Cq pRn,Rq , l P N0, q P N, y P R, u P R.
This denotes a general nonlinear SISO system with a linear input-affine control signal
up¨q.
In order to act on the system to achieve the desired behavior, an adaptive output feedback
controller of the form (2.18) is applied to system (2.19):
.xptq “ fpxptqq ` gpxptqq ¨ uptq
yptq “ hpxptqq
eptq “ shf ¨ pyptq ´ yrefptqq
uptq “ kptq eptq
kptq “ Adaptor
2.2.2 High-Gain Feedback Stability
There are various methods to investigate the stability of nonlinear systems, such as the
Lyapunov Stability or the Describing Function (see [Isid 95], [Khal 96], [Fo¨ll 98], [Sont 98]).
However, all of these methods rely on the knowledge of the system parameters, which is
not feasible when dealing with uncertain systems. Therefore, a stability criterion has
to be found that is able to analyze uncertain systems and at the same time provides a
conclusion whether a nonlinear system can be stabilized by high-gain feedback, i.e., if
adaptive λ-tracking controllers can be applied. To this end, the requirements for adaptive
control of LTI-SISO systems are revisited:
• relative degree: δ “ 1,
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• system is minimum-phase, i.e., has stable zero dynamics,
• known sign of the high-frequency gain.
If it is possible to find a corresponding set of conditions that apply to nonlinear SISO
systems of the form (2.19), the stability of adaptive control with λ-tracking can be inves-
tigated.
Sign of High-frequency Gain
Again, this condition is easy to meet. For almost every engineering problem, the sign of
the high-frequency gain is known. If not, a Nussbaum function can be incorporated into
the controller to overcome this problem (see [Nuss 84]), in which case the sign is adapted
along with the common gain factor. The same considerations as in Section 2.1.6 apply.
Relative Degree
The relative degree δ of a nonlinear system is now defined as follows (see [Niva 90]
and [Isid 95]):
LgL
k
fhpxq “ 0, for all x in the vicinity of x0 and for all k ă δ ´ 1 (2.20)
LgL
δ´1
f hpx0q ‰ 0 (2.21)
where
Lghpxq :“ BhBx gpxq (2.22)
Lfhpxq :“ BhBx fpxq (2.23)
L2fhpxq :“ BLfhpxqBx fpxq (2.24)
LgLfhpxq :“ B pLfhpxqqBx gpxq (2.25)
Therefore, this condition can be investigated for nonlinear systems.
Minimum-Phase Property
For nonlinear systems, it is not trivial to determine if the system has stable zero dynamics,
i.e., if it is minimum-phase. An analogy to the location of the zeros of an LTI system in
the left-half open complex plane has to be found.
In [Isid 95], a method for investigating nonlinear systems regarding their zero dynamics is
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proposed. First, the system (2.19) at hand has to undergo a coordinate transformation,
which results in a system form that is known in literature as the Byrnes-Isidori Normal
Form.
Consider a system of form (2.19) with a relative degree δ ă n, i.e., less than the system
order, which results in the existence of zero dynamics. Now, a new set of functions ϕipxq
can be generated:
ϕ1pxq “ hpxq (2.26)
ϕ2pxq “ Lf hpxq (2.27)
...
ϕδpxq “ Lδ´1f hpxq (2.28)
These functions are easy to find. However, to complete the mapping, n´δ more functions
are required:
Φpxq “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
ϕ1pxq
...
ϕδpxq
ϕδ`1pxq
...
ϕnpxq
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(2.29)
Let zi “ ϕipxq. Then zδ can be expressed as follows:
.
zδ “ Lδf hpxq ` Lg Lδ´1f hpxqu (2.30)
Now, x has to be expressed as a function of z, which yields:
x “ Φ´1pzq (2.31)
apzq :“ Lg Lδ´1f hpΦ´1pzqq (2.32)
bpzq :“ Lδf hpΦ´1pzqq (2.33)
.
zδ “ bpzq ` apzqu (2.34)
Moreover, if the functions ϕδ`1pxq, ..., ϕnpxq can be chosen so that Lg ϕipxq “ 0, then
.
zi “ qipzq “ Lf ϕipΦ´1pzqq for δ ` 1 ď i ď n (2.35)
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Thus, the transformation into the Byrnes-Isidori Normal Form is complete:
.
z1 “ z2
.
z2 “ z3
...
.
zδ´1 “ zδ (2.36)
.
zδ “ bpzq ` apzqu
.
zδ`1 “ qδ`1pzq
...
.
zn “ qnpzq
Now, the investigation of the system’s zero dynamics is possible according to [Isid 95].
Again, the system is rewritten as follows:
.
z1 “ z2
.
z2 “ z3
... (2.37)
.
zδ´1 “ zδ
.
zδ “ bpξ,ηIq ` apξ,ηIqu
.
ηI “ qpξ,ηIq,
where
ξ “
¨˚
˚˝ z1...
zδ
‹˛‹‚ (2.38)
ηI “
¨˚
˚˝ zδ`1...
zn
‹˛‹‚ (2.39)
In order to obtain the zero dynamics of the system, the problem of zeroing the output
signal is considered. This is the case when the internal dynamics of the system are acting
in such a way that the resulting output signal is zero, much like a specific frequency of an
input signal, that corresponds to a zero in the transfer function, acting on an LTI system.
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Since the system output is yptq “ z1ptq, this yields
.
z1ptq “ .z2ptq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ .zδptq “ 0 (2.40)
ξ “ 0 (2.41)
Thus, the zero dynamics of the system are given as:
.
ηI “ qp0,ηIptqq (2.42)
The solution of the differential equation (2.42) can be used to obtain a suitable input
signal up¨q to generate the zeroing of the output. It is therefore essential in investigating
the minimum-phase property of a system (see [Isid 95] for further details).
Note that the transformation into the normal form (2.36) is difficult, especially obtaining
the functions .zδ`1, . . . , .zn.
In [BuAl 00], the possibility of designing a state observer for λ-tracking control of nonlinear
systems with higher relative degree is proposed. If the system can be transformed into
the Byrnes-Isidori Normal Form, this control architecture may be applied.
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3 System Analysis
In this chapter, the actual powertrain system is considered. An introduction into the
available automatic transmissions is given and shift quality is discussed. A system model
is derived that is used for stability analysis based on the theory given in the previous
chapter. Requirements for the adaptive control architecture are formulated.
3.1 Automatic Transmissions with powered Gearshifts
The investigations in this thesis focus on automatic transmissions capable of facilitating
powered gearshifts common in modern automotive powertrains. Note that these trans-
missions can be applied regardless of the drive architecture, be it a conventional internal
combustion engine or a hybrid drive, extended by one or more electric motors. In both
cases, the transmission changes gears in the same manner.
In this thesis, two exemplary systems are considered: a traditional automatic transmis-
sion with multiple planetary gear sets for rear-wheel drive and a dual-clutch transmission
for front-wheel drive. Both are used in passenger cars and vans of Mercedes-Benz and are
referred to as the NAG3 and FDCT, respectively.
3.1.1 FDCT Dual-Clutch Transmission
The FDCT transmission (commercial designation: 7G-DCT, depicted in Fig. 3.1) consists
of two input driveshafts, that connect to one common output driveshaft via multiple spur
gear sets. Each of the input shafts holds gear sets for different gear ratios. The first shaft,
connected to the first of the two clutches, can engage the odd-numbered gear ratios,
i.e., 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th gear. The second shaft, connected to the second clutch, is
responsible for engaging the even-numbered gear ratios, i.e., 2nd, 4th and 6th gear (see
Table 3.1). To change gears, the desired ratio is selected on the disengaged shaft with
the help of hydraulically actuated gear selector forks and the shaft is then engaged via
the corresponding clutch. At the same time, the old gear is disengaged by opening the
respective clutch of the previously active shaft.
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Figure 3.1: FDCT dual-clutch transmission ([Daim11], © by Daimler AG)
Thus, a smooth gearshift procedure with a continued drive torque can be performed.
Table 3.1: Gearshift pattern of FDCT transmission
Gear K1 K2 Selector Fork Setting
➀ ● 1
➁ ● 2
➂ ● 3
➃ ● 4
➄ ● 5
➅ ● 6
➆ ● 7
® ● R
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The engaged clutch is marked with a filled circle for the respective gear. Also, the selector
fork has to select the desired gear on the respective input shafts of the transmission. For
example, in order to drive in 5th gear, clutch K1 has to be engaged while the selector fork
is set to 5th gear as well, engaging the correct spur gear set.
3.1.2 NAG3 Automatic Transmission
The NAG3 transmission (commercial designation: 9G-TRONIC) has four standard plane-
tary gear sets that can be engaged and switched with the help of six hydraulically actuated
friction clutches, three of which act as brakes. Different combinations of engaged and dis-
Figure 3.2: NAG3 automatic transmission ([Daim13], © by Daimler AG)
engaged actuators enable the transmission to select different gear ratios; nine forward
gears and one reverse gear (see Table 3.2). The actuator combinations of previous and
next gears only differ in two clutch states, one of which is disengaged, while the other
has to be engaged. For example, shifting from first to second gear means disengaging
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brake B05 while engaging clutch K81. Thus, the transition from one gear to the other is
essentially the same as with the FDCT transmission: One clutch is disengaged while a
second clutch is engaged at the same time. By implementing a suitable control scheme
that involves overlapping the hydraulic pressures of both participating clutches, a smooth
and torque-continuous gearshift can be performed.
Table 3.2: Gearshift pattern of NAG3 transmission
Gear K81 B05 B08 K38 K27 B06
➀ ● ● ●
➁ ● ● ●
➂ ● ● ●
➃ ● ● ●
➄ ● ● ●
➅ ● ● ●
➆ ● ● ●
➇ ● ● ●
➈ ● ● ●
® ● ●
Again, clutches marked with filled circles are engaged in the respective gear, while the
others are disengaged.
3.1.3 Shift Quality
An important aspect of gearshift control in automatic transmissions is ensuring a high
level of shift quality, i.e., shift comfort. Driver and passengers are not supposed to perceive
any uncomfortable longitudinal accelerations during gearshifts, apart from the change in
acceleration due to changed transmission output torque. Thus, any shift control strategy
has to consider shift comfort.
It is not trivial to identify the levels of acceleration and jerk that are perceived as un-
comfortable by the vehicle passengers, since they are dependent on both amplitude and
frequency of the acceleration signal. Various metrics have been developed to characterize
and compare different acceleration signals and their corresponding control strategies, for
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example the vibration dose value Dv and the energy spectral density Des (see [DGWJ05]):
Dv “ 4
gfffe t2ż
t1
a4ptqdt (3.1)
Des “ Gsp2πfq∆f ∆T (3.2)
where ap¨q is the longitudinal vehicle acceleration, Gsp2πfq is the autopower spectrum of
ap¨q, ∆f is the frequency resolution and ∆T “ t2 ´ t1 is the time period chosen for the
calculation of Des.
These metrics have been used to assess the shift comfort of powertrain state changes, for
example engine starts, in hybrid electric vehicles (see [Kuan 06], [GoWE09]). However,
they are only helpful in comparing specific acceleration scenarios, they provide no objective
criteria for the shift comfort. In the cited publications, the ideal scenario is that the start-
up procedure of the internal combustion engine has no effect on the powertrain, i.e., the
longitudinal acceleration remains unchanged. During a gearshift, this is not feasible. Due
to the change in transmission output torque, the vehicle acceleration changes as well.
Thus, the aforementioned metrics (3.1) and (3.2) have to be adapted in order to be useful
during gearshift procedures. For instance, a specific form of an ”ideal” acceleration signal
ap¨q may be defined to serve as a basis for comparing different gearshifts. However, this
setting is very subjective and therefore arbitrary. Also, different acceleration scenarios
during gearshifts may differ drastically in subjective shift comfort, but yield similar values
of the metrics. Thus, assessing shift comfort with the metrics (3.1) and (3.2) is unfeasible.
Nonetheless, there is one possibility of roughly evaluating the shift comfort: avoiding
oscillations in the engine speed signal. If oscillations occur, they will most likely induce
unfavorable jerks in the powertrain as well. Moreover, they can be heard by the vehicle’s
passengers and the shift procedure is perceived as being faulty. Hence, avoiding engine
speed oscillations contributes to good shift quality. An in-depth investigation of the
longitudinal acceleration during shifts – apart from the consideration of engine speed
oscillations – is beyond the scope of this thesis.
3.2 System Modeling
After the introductory remarks on automatic transmissions in the previous section, a
system model is derived in the following that serves as a basis for stability investigations.
To this end, a single friction clutch is modeled (see Fig. 3.3). The system consists of
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an electro-hydraulic and a mechanical subsystem. The transmission control unit (TCU)
generates an electric current in a hydraulic control valve that is connected to the supply
pressure line and the oil sump for releasing hydraulic pressure. The control valve generates
a control pressure at its outlet, which acts on the clutch piston and generates a force, that,
if sufficiently high, compresses the release springs and starts to close the clutch. Thus, the
clutch disks are pushed against one another, which in return enables the clutch to transmit
a torque. If the pressure is increased further, the clutch stops to slip and the friction disks
stick together. Thus, the complete drive torque is transmitted without any losses. For
simplification purposes, only one disk is depicted in Fig. 3.3 for the clutch’s input and
output shaft, respectively. Usually, multiple friction disks are involved to increase the
capability of torque transmission. Note that the system model is essentially the same for
Control Valve
System PressureOil Sump
Clutch Pressure Line
Clutch Disks
Figure 3.3: Clutch control system overview
both the FDCT and NAG3 transmissions. Both have hydraulically actuated clutches that
swap transmitting the drive torque during a gearshift. Also, the hydraulic control system
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is the same in both transmissions: Each clutch actuator has a control valve that directly
connects to the clutch piston chamber for setting the desired hydraulic pressure. As far
as the control system theory is concerned, both transmissions are the same, except for
different values of the system parameters. The modeling of the clutch system is divided
into the hydraulic and mechanical subsystem.
3.2.1 Hydraulic System
The essential element in the hydraulic system is the control valve, as depicted in Fig. 3.4.
Control Valve
pCl
s
pOS pSP
A1
A2
Figure 3.4: Hydraulic control valve with inlets and outlets
There are three main hydraulic ports: The valve outlet line to the clutch piston, the inlet
line from the system pressure level and the outlet line to the oil sump. Also, the output
pressure is fed back to the control valve in order to generate a hydraulic feedback loop.
Thus, an equilibrium of forces exists at the valve piston, consisting of electromagnetic
force, spring force and hydraulic force, resulting from the hydraulic pressure acting on the
control surface areas A1 and A2. The piston is at rest, if the generated output pressure
pCL corresponds to the electric current i of the control valve. If there are disturbances
in the clutch pressure, the equilibrium of forces is no longer present and the valve piston
moves either to the left to open the outlet line to the oil sump, or it moves to the right
to open the inlet line to the system pressure. Hence, the output pressure is hydraulically
controlled. By controlling the electric current i of the control valve, the valve set point
can be chosen, which corresponds to different output pressures. The control valve can
therefore be modeled as follows:
mCV
..
r⃗s “ F⃗el ` F⃗p,Cl ` F⃗spring ` F⃗friction (3.3)
e⃗s : mCV ..s “ Ci i´ pA2 ´ A1q pCl ´ cCV s´ dCV .s, (3.4)
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where
•
..
r⃗s – position vector
• F⃗el – electromagnetic force
• F⃗friction – viscous friction force
• F⃗p,Cl – force generated by clutch pressure feedback
• F⃗spring – spring force
• mCV – mass of valve piston
• s – location of valve piston
• i – electric current
• Ci – electromagnetic coefficient
• pCl – clutch pressure
• A1, A2 – control surface areas
• cCV – spring rate of valve return spring
• dCV – viscous damping coefficient of valve piston
Model Assumption 3.1 Friction forces exceeding the viscous damping term are ne-
glected at this point, since their modeling is very complex and dependent on various as-
sumptions. Also, stick-slip friction is counteracted in the considered transmissions by
adding a dithering component to the electric current signal ip¨q acting on the valve piston.
Thus, the piston is in constant oscillation around its set point and static friction forces
are negligible.
The control pressure pCl exiting the control valve exerts a force on the clutch piston.
However, the piston chamber has to be filled first by the hydraulic current QCV, before
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any pressure in the clutch piston is generated. Figure 3.5 depicts a schematic of the
hydraulic clutch subsystem.
QCV
pCl
V
mpist
Apist
cpist
x
Figure 3.5: Hydraulic clutch subsystem
If the clutch piston is in motion, there is also a displacement current that is required to
keep the pressure constant. The hydraulic current that flows from the control valve into
the clutch piston is modeled as follows:
QCV “ Qin `Qout (3.5)
QCV “ α
c
2
ρ
Ainpsq?pSP ´ pCl ´ α
c
2
ρ
Aoutpsq?pCl ´ pOS (3.6)
Ainpsq :“ ChydHpsq s (3.7)
Aoutpsq :“ ´ChydHp´sq s (3.8)
where
• QCV – volume current of control valve
• α – flow coefficient
• ρ – density of oil
• Ainpsq – cross section of inlet aperture
• Aoutpsq – cross section of outlet aperture
• Chyd – hydraulic constant
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• Hp¨q – Heaviside function
• pSP – system supply pressure
• pCl – clutch pressure
• pOS – pressure of oil sump
Inlet and outlet of the valve piston are therefore modeled as apertures with variable
cross sections, which depend on the valve piston position. The hydraulic current follows
accordingly. The equations for the aperture cross section are modeled in a way that only
one of them is open at a time. At s “ 0, i.e., if the piston is in the equilibrium position,
both apertures are closed.
Model Assumption 3.2 The dynamic apertures of the control valve are dominant in
the clutch pressure line. Other hydraulic apertures may exist in the hydraulic system to
influence the oil’s dynamics by suppressing pressure oscillations, for example. However,
these dynamics and the related apertures are not included in the system model, since they
are negligible while the clutch is in operation. They become significant during filling or
emptying the clutch piston chamber at the beginning or end of a shift procedure. However,
these phases are not considered in this work (see Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 for further
details).
The hydraulic current flowing into the clutch generates a force acting on the clutch piston,
which in the end causes its movement. This is modeled as follows:
pCl “ E
V
ż
ptq
QCVptq ´ Apist .xptqlooomooon
Qdptq
dt (3.9)
e⃗x : mpist ..x “ Apist pCl ´ cpist x´ dpist .x (3.10)
where
• E – Young’s modulus of oil
• Apist – piston surface area
• x – clutch piston position
• V – volume of clutch piston chamber
• Qd – hydraulic flow disturbance
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• mpist – mass of clutch piston
• cpist – spring rate of clutch return spring
• dpist – viscous damping coefficient of clutch piston
Model Assumption 3.3 Note that the term Qdptq “ Apist .xptq, denoting the hydraulic
displacement current caused by the movement of the clutch piston, is modeled as a dis-
turbance signal. Its magnitude is bounded, since Apist “ const. and limtÑ`8 | .xptq| ! `8
because of friction and piston position end stops. Also, this influence is very small, since
the clutch piston does not move a long distance and the resulting speeds .xp¨q are small as
well.
Centrifugal hydraulic pressure is not present, because of counteractive measures taken
by mechanical design. Consider the clutch piston chamber during operation: The piston
rotates with a certain angular velocity, which exerts a centrifugal force on the hydraulic oil
in the clutch piston chamber. Thus, an additional axial force acting on the clutch piston
surface area is created by increased hydraulic pressure. This nonlinear clutch pressure
amplification is counteracted by an additional oil chamber opposite to the clutch piston
chamber (see [NaBL07]). This design causes the centrifugal pressure to act on both sides
of the clutch piston and the forces are canceled out. Thus, centrifugal hydraulic pressures
are compensated in the transmission designs considered here and are not part of the
system model.
This concludes the modeling of the hydraulic clutch subsystem.
3.2.2 Mechanical Subsystem
The mechanical subsystem is modeled as opposing rotating disks. There is a drive torque
acting on the input side and a load torque acting on the output side of the clutch, as
depicted in Fig. 3.6. The goal is to control the relative speed between the clutch disks in
order to either close the clutch or to control the slipping state by setting a specific relative
speed. To achieve this, a coupling torque is generated between the disks. It is dependent
on the clutch pressure acting on the friction disks. The slipping clutch is modeled as
follows:
e⃗x : JD ..φ1 “MD ´Mcoup ´ dc .φ1 (3.11)
e⃗x : JL ..φ2 “ ´ML `Mcoup ´ dc .φ2 (3.12)
Mcoup “ z rm µ pAfric pCl ´ cpist xq (3.13)
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dc
JD JLMD
Mcoup
Mcoup
ML
φ1 φ2
y
x
z
Figure 3.6: Mechanical clutch subsystem
where
• JD – mass moment of inertia on the input shaft
• JL – mass moment of inertia on the output shaft
• MD – driving torque
• ML – load torque
• φ1 – coordinate of motion, input shaft
• φ2 – coordinate of motion, output shaft
• Mcoup – coupling torque
• z – number of friction pairings of multiple clutch disks
• rm – mean friction radius
• µ – coefficient of sliding friction
• Afric – surface area of friction pairing
• dc – viscous damping coefficient of clutch disks
Model Assumption 3.4 The coefficient of friction µ is assumed to be constant. This
is physically not correct, since µ depends on oil temperature and relative speed. However,
a more precise model is not necessary here, as the varying friction coefficient is treated as
a disturbance acting on the system.
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This concludes the modeling of the electro-hydraulically actuated friction clutch system in
slipping state. The case of the closed clutch is not considered, since there is no influence
on the system by controlling the clutch pressure when ωrel “ .φ1´ .φ2 “ 0. However, if the
clutch pressure is lowered far enough to generate slip between the clutch disks, the relative
speed can be controlled again via the control valve. Therefore, equations (3.4) – (3.13)
provide a suitable system model:
mCV
..
s “ Ci i´ pA2 ´ A1q pCl ´ cCV s´ dCV .s
QCV “ α
b
2
ρ
Ainpsq?pSP ´ pCl ´ α
b
2
ρ
Aoutpsq?pCl ´ pOS
Ainpsq :“ ChydHpsq s
Aoutpsq :“ ´ChydHp´sq s
pCl “ EV
ş
ptq
QCVptq ´ Apist .xptqlooomooon
Qdptq
dt
mpist
..
x “ Apist pCl ´ cpist x´ dpist .x
JD
..
φ1 “ MD ´Mcoup ´ dc .φ1
JL
..
φ2 “ ´ML `Mcoup ´ dc .φ2
Mcoup “ z rm µ pAfric pCl ´ cpist xq
,///////////////////.///////////////////-
(3.14)
3.3 Stability Analysis
In this section, the stability of the previously derived system model (3.14) is investigated
in order to assess the feasibility of adaptive λ-tracking control.
3.3.1 System Class
Since there are nonlinear equations in the system model, the system representation has
to be chosen accordingly:
.xptq “ fpxptqq ` gpxptqq ¨ uptq
yptq “ hpxptqq ` dpxptqq
with the disturbance vector dpxptqq. The system state vector is:
x “
´
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7
¯T
“
´
s
.
s pCl x
.
x
.
φ1
.
φ2
¯T
(3.15)
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After a series of elementary conversions, the system model (3.14) is transformed into the
complete nonlinear state-space system:
.xptq “ fpxptqq ` gpxptqq ¨ uptq (3.16)
yptq “ hpxptqq ` dpxptqq (3.17)
fpxptqq “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
x2
´A2´A1
mCV
x3 ´ cCVmCVx1 ´ dCVmCVx2
E αChyd
?
2
V
?
ρ
ˆ
Hpx1qx1?pSP ´ x3 `Hp´x1qx1?x3 ´ pOS
˙
x5
Apist
mpist
x3 ´ cpistmpistx4 ´ dpistmpistx5
´ zrmµAfric
JD
x3 ` zrmµcpistJD x4 ´ dcJDx6
zrmµAfric
JL
x3 ´ zrmµcpistJL x4 ´ dcJLx7
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(3.18)
gpxptqq “
´
0 Ci
mCV
0 0 0 0 0
¯T
(3.19)
hpxptqq “ x6 ´ x7 (3.20)
dpxptqq “
´
0 0 ´Qd 0 0 MDJD ´MLJL
¯T
(3.21)
with constants
A1, A2, cCV,mCV, dCV, E, α, Chyd, V, ρ, pSP, pOS,
Apist,mpist, cpist, dpist, z, rm, µ, Afric, dc, JD, JL, Ci ą 0 (3.22)
and with the Heaviside function Hp¨q.
Note that as discussed in Model Assumption 3.3, the disturbance signal Qdp¨q is bounded
and can therefore be compensated by a feedback controller. Thus, it can be neglected
when investigating the system dynamics.
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3.3.2 Relative Degree
Using the algorithm given in Section 2.2.2, the relative degree of the nonlinear clutch
system can be determined:
LgL
0
fhpxq “ Lghpxq “ 0 (3.23)
LgL
1
fhpxq “ 0 (3.24)
LgL
2
fhpxq “ 0 (3.25)
LgL
3
fhpxq “ ´
?
2ChydE Afric µCi α rm zpJD ` JLq?
ρ JD JL V mCV
¨
ˆ?
x3 ´ pOS `Hpx1q?pSP ´ x3 ´Hpx1q?x3 ´ pOS
˙
(3.26)
The term in parentheses from (3.26) is crucial, since all other constants are by definition
greater than zero:
0 ‰ ?x3 ´ pOS `Hpx1q?pSP ´ x3 ´Hpx1q?x3 ´ pOS (3.27)
In order to check if the term is ‰ 0 for all x, two cases are considered.
First Case: x1 ă 0
In case of x1 ă 0, the clutch is emptied by opening the control valve output towards the
oil sump, so the clutch pressure is lowered. Thus, the equation (3.27) now merely states:
?
x3 ´ pOS ‰ 0 with x3 ę pOS (3.28)
Thus, LgL3fhpxq ‰ 0 holds as long as the clutch pressure x3 is not equal or less than the
oil sump pressure pOS. This state is not reached during operation, since it is impossible to
reduce the clutch pressure below the oil sump pressure, which is the lowest pressure level
in the system. The clutch pressure may be as low as the oil sump pressure in an extreme
case, however it is not necessary to reduce it further. Hence, it is of no consequence that
there exists no control over the system in this case.
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Second Case: x1 ě 0
If x1 ą 0, the control valve fills the clutch with hydraulic oil from the supply pressure
line. Equation (3.27) now states:
?
pSP ´ x3 ‰ 0 with x3 ğ pSP (3.29)
Hence, LgL3fhpxq ‰ 0 holds as long as the clutch pressure does not equal or is exceeding
the system supply pressure. This is not achieved during operation, since pressure levels
above the supply pressure are neither feasible nor required. Thus, if x3 “ pSP, a state is
reached where it is not possible to influence the system towards overcoming this limita-
tion. However, this is never required and thus of no consequence.
In conclusion, LgL3fhpxq ‰ 0 for all x under the assumptions discussed above. There-
fore, the computation of the relative degree of the system results in
δ “ 4. (3.30)
Note that the system model (3.16) – (3.21) includes certain simplifications that have
not been discussed so far, notably the end stops of the control valve piston. Hence, the
hydraulic subsystem has limitations regarding its system dynamics:
• The position of the control valve piston is limited by end stops:
smin ď x1ptq ď smax @t (3.31)
• Also, the control input, i.e., the electric current of the control valve, is bounded:
0 ď uptq ď imax @t (3.32)
• Finally, since the acceleration of the control valve piston is limited by the force
generated by the bounded electric current, and the viscous damping caused by
friction in the control valve, the velocity of the piston is also bounded:
´v1 ď x2ptq ď v2 @t (3.33)
The limitations above are not modeled in the system (3.16)-(3.21). Nonetheless, the sys-
tem dynamics are effected by them, notably the relative degree. As stated in Section 2.1.6,
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it can be viewed as the least number of integrators that the input signal has to overcome
towards the system output. As discussed above, the position and the velocity of the con-
trol valve piston are limited, which corresponds to limits in their respective integrators. If
the limits are reached, the integrators seize to contribute to the system dynamics. They
become mere constants and reduce the set of differential equations. Thus, the system
dynamics are reduced by the number of saturated integrators, i.e., 2. The relative degree
is reduced by 2 as well while the saturation is in effect. If the respective system states
diverge towards infinity from an unsaturated state, the limitations will quickly stop this
behavior and reliably reduce the effective relative degree to δeff “ δ ´ 2 “ 2. Thus, the
system has an effective relative degree of 2 on a macroscopic scale.
3.3.3 Minimum-Phase Property
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, system (3.16) – (3.21) has to be transformed into the
Byrnes-Isidori Normal Form in order to investigate its zero dynamics. The functions
ϕ1, ..., ϕδ are obtained with the help of the presented algorithm (2.26) – (2.28) using a
computer algebra system (MuPAD Symbolic Math Toolbox for MATLAB R2010b, by
SciFace Software, version 5.5.0, 2010):
ϕ1pxq “ x6 ´ x7 (3.34)
ϕ2pxq “ ´z rm µAfric pJD ` JLq
JD JL
x3 ` z rm µAfric pJD ` JLq
JD JL
x4 ´ dc
JD
x6 ` dc
JL
x7 (3.35)
ϕ3pxq “ dcpdc x6 ` z rm µAfric x3 ´ z rm µ cpist x4q
J2D
´ dcpdc x7 ` z rm µAfric x3 ´ z rm µ cpist x4q
J2L
` z rm µ cpistpJD ` JLq
JD JL
x5
` E z rm µAfricpJD ` JLq
JD JL V
?
ρ
(3.36)
¨
´
Apist ρ x5 `
?
2Chyd αx1 pHpx1q ´ 1q?x3 ´ pOS
´?2Chyd αx1Hpx1q?pSP ´ x3
¯
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ϕ4pxq “ ´d
2
cpdc x6 ` z rm µAfric x3 ´ z rmµ cpist x4q
J3D
` d
2
cpdc x7 ` z rm µAfric x3 ´ z rm µ cpist x4q
J3L
´ E
V
?
ρ
´
Apist
?
ρ x5 `
?
2Chyd αx1pHpx1q ´ 1q?x3 ´ pOS
´?2Chyd αx1Hpx1q?pSP ´ x3
¯
¨
ˆ
z rm µAfric dc
J2D
` z rm µAfric dc
J2L
(3.37)
`
?
2E Chyd α z rm µ pJD ` JLq p´?pSP ´ x3q
2 JD JL
?
ρ
?
x3 ´ pOS?pSP ´ x3 x1
`
?
2E Chyd α z rm µ pJD ` JLq pHpx1q p?x3 ´ pOS `?pSP ´ x3qq
2 JD JL
?
ρ
?
x3 ´ pOS?pSP ´ x3 x1
˙
´ z rm µ cpist dc pJ
2
D ` J2Lq
J2D J
2
L
x5
´ z rm µ pV cpist ` AfricApistEq pJD ` JLq pcpist x4 ´ Apist x3 ` dpist x5q
JD JL V mpist
´
?
2AfricChydEαzrmµ pJD ` JLq
JDJLV
?
ρ
¨
ˆ?
x3 ´ pOS `Hpx1q p´?x3 ´ pOS `?pSP ´ x3q
˙
x2
The generation of the functions ϕδ`1, ..., ϕn, necessary to obtain the complete mapping
Φpxq, is very difficult. Moreover, the inverse Φ´1pzq is required to find the correspond-
ing functions .z1, ..., .zn to complete the Byrnes-Isidori Normal Form, which is even more
difficult to find. The Heaviside- and square-root-functions in (3.34) – (3.37) hinder the
generation of a transformation matrix Φpxq or its inverse Φ´1pzq. Thus, the algorithm
discussed in Section 2.2.2 is not feasible here.
However, a different approach can be taken. It is possible to split the nonlinear system
into its hydraulic and mechanical subsystems, respectively. Thus, a nonlinear subsystem
with the hydraulic model and a linear subsystem with the mechanical model can be cre-
ated. Their dynamics are independent, so a separate stability analysis can be performed
for each subsystem. There exists only one signal – x3p¨q, i.e., the current clutch pressure
pCl – that is fed from the hydraulic to the mechanical subsystem:
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Nonlinear
Hydraulics
Linear
Mechanics
ωrel “ y “ yA
A B
i “ u “ uA pCl “ yA
pCl “ uB
Figure 3.7: Splitting the system into a nonlinear and a linear subsystem
First, consider the hydraulic Subsystem A . The electric current is the input signal, the
clutch pressure is the output signal of this subsystem:
.xAptq “ fApxAptqq ` gApxAptqq ¨ uAptq (3.38)
yAptq “ hApxAptqq ` dApxAptqq (3.39)
fApxAptqq “
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ x2´A2´A1
mCV
x3 ´ cCVmCVx1 ´ dCVmCVx2
E αChyd
?
2
V
?
ρ
ˆ
Hpx1qx1?pSP ´ x3 `Hp´x1qx1?x3 ´ pOS
˙
‹˛‹‹‹‚ (3.40)
gApxAptqq “
¨˚
˝ 0CimCV
0
‹˛‚ (3.41)
hApxAptqq “ x3 (3.42)
dApxAptqq “ ´Qd (3.43)
Note that the additional hydraulic flow Qdp¨q, modeled as a disturbance signal, is not part
of the subsystems dynamics, as discussed in Model Assumption 3.3. The relative degree
of the first subsystem can be computed:
LgL
0
fhApxAq “ LghApxAq “ 0 (3.44)
LgL
1
fhApxAq “ 0 (3.45)
LgL
2
fhApxAq “ ´ChydE Afric µCi α rm z pJD ` JLq?ρ JD JL V mCV
¨
ˆ?
x3 ´ pOS `Hpx1q?pSP ´ x3 ´Hpx1q?x3 ´ pOS
˙
(3.46)
Equation (3.46) is the same as (3.26). Thus, the same remarks apply and the computation
of the relative degree terminates at LgL2fhApxAq. Hence, the hydraulic Subsystem A has
a relative degree of δA “ 3.
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Consider the system order of Subsystem A , i.e., nA “ 3. For any zero dynamics to exist in
a system, the relative degree has to be less than the system order, i.e., δ ă n (see [Isid 95]).
Since the relative degree equals the system order in this case, i.e., δA “ n “ 3, there ex-
ist no zero dynamics. Hence, the existence of any unstable zero dynamics can be ruled out.
Consider the linear mechanical Subsystem B , with the clutch pressure pCl acting as
the input, and the relative speed of the clutch system ωrel being the output signal, in form
of a linear state-space notation:
.xBptq “ AB xBptq ` bB uBptq (3.47)
yBptq “ cB xBptq ` dB (3.48)
AB “
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 0 1 0 0´ cpist
mpist
´ dpist
mpist
0 0
zrmµcpist
JD
0 ´´dc
JD
0
´ zrmµcpist
JL
0 0 ´´dc
JL
‹˛‹‹‹‚ (3.49)
bB “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
0
Apist
mpist
´ zrmµAfric
JD
zrmµAfric
JL
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚ (3.50)
cB “
´
0 0 1 ´1
¯
(3.51)
dB “
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 00
MD
´ML
‹˛‹‹‹‚ (3.52)
With Subsystem B , linear system analysis methods can be applied. The location of the
system’s zeros is computed with the help of the Rosenbrock matrix:
det
«
AB ´ zkI bB
cB 0
ff
“ 0 (3.53)
z1 “ ´ 2 dc
JD ` JL (3.54)
z2,3 “ ´ dpist2mpist ˘
d
d2pist
4m2pist
´ cpist
mpist
` Apist cpist
Africmpist
(3.55)
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To ensure that the subsystem is minimum-phase, all zeros have to be located in the
left-half open complex plane, i.e., have negative real parts:
0 ą ´ dpist2mpist ˘
d
d2pist
4m2pist
´ cpist
mpist
` Apist cpist
Africmpist
(3.56)
Afric ą Apist (3.57)
As long as the system is designed so that Afric ą Apist, which is the case with the transmis-
sions considered here (see [Daim11] and [Daim13]), Subsystem B is in fact minimum-
phase, since all zeros are negative, i.e., z1,2,3 ă 0. Note that the subsystem is of system
order nB “ 4, therefore, its relative degree is δB “ 1.
To conclude, the findings of investigating both Subsystems A and B individually are:
• The relative degree of the complete nonlinear system is δA ` δB “ δ “ 4, which is
the same result found in (3.26).
• The hydraulic Subsystem A does not have any zero dynamics.
• The mechanical Subsystem B has three zeros, all of which are stable if Afric ą Apist,
which is the case in the systems at hand. Thus, Subsystem B is minimum-phase.
• In conclusion, the complete nonlinear system (3.16)-(3.21) is minimum-phase.
The findings discussed above are consistent with the effective relative degree of δeff “
2. The reduced relative degree applies only on a macroscopic scale, if restrictions are
considered that are not part of the mathematical system model. As far as the system’s
zeros are concerned, the relative degree is still δ “ 4.
3.3.4 Sign of High-Frequency Gain
As discussed above, the sign of the high-frequency gain denotes the direction of action of
the control output actuator. In the case of the clutch system, a distinction concerning the
shift type has to be made: During powered upshifts, a positive control error signal eptq
requires the respective clutch to be pressurized more, resulting in a reduction of the engine
speed and in turn reducing the error signal as well. Thus, the sign is positive. During
powered downshifts, the existence of a positive tracking error requires the pressure of
the engaging clutch to be lowered. Thus, the sign is negative in this case. Similar
considerations are made for unpowered up- and downshifts, respectively. For each shift
type, the sign of the high-frequency gain shf is determined, as shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Sign of high-frequency gain
Shift Type Upshift Downshift
Powered Shift shf “ 1 shf “ ´1
Unpowered Shift shf “ ´1 shf “ 1
The coefficient shf is included in the controller’s error signal computation, to correct for
changing signs of the high-frequency gain. Hence, the sign of the error signal eptq changes
accordingly, which results in a change of sign for the individual feedback terms and the
subsequent control output uptq as well:
eptq “ shf ¨ pyptq ´ yrefptqq (3.58)
The definition given in Table 3.3 replaces the previous one from (2.18) in Section 2.1.6.
3.4 Requirements of Control Architecture
In this section, the conclusions of the stability analysis are drawn and a suiting architecture
for adaptive λ-tracking controllers is devised.
3.4.1 Feedback Structure
As discussed in Section 2.1.6, the effective relative degree of δeff “ 2 requires a derivative
feedback term, in order to reduce the relative degree of the closed-loop system to δeff´1 “
1. Thus, the basic adaptive controller (2.11) has to be extended by a derivative feedback
term, adapted from [BeSt 10]:
eptq “ shf ¨ pyptq ´ yrefptqq (3.59)
uptq “ kptq eptq ` κ kptq .eptq (3.60)
.
kptq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq2 , if |eptq| ą 1` ελ
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq 12 , if ελ ď |eptq| ď 1` ελ
0, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ă td
´σ
´
1´ |eptq|
ελ
¯
kptq, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ě td
(3.61)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σ ą 0, td ą 0, 0 ă ε ď 1, κ ą 0.
The common gain factor kp¨q, as calculated by the adaption law, affects both the propor-
tional and derivative feedback gains of the controller. The coefficient κ can be used to set
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a ratio between the two and thus generate a dominant proportional feedback by choosing
0 ă κ ă 1, for example. For κ ą 1, the derivative term would become dominant. As
shown in [BeLo 12], it is sensible to choose a small value for κ. The mere existence of
the derivative feedback ensures stability of the closed-loop system. Setting a small value
for κ reduces noise generated by the differentiated term .ep¨q. Also, a strong derivative
feedback acts as a damping element in the closed-loop system and increases settling time
of the controller. In conclusion, 0 ă κ ă 1 is recommended.
Note that the generation of the error signal ep¨q does not require additional sensors. The
angular velocity of the clutch disks is available, since speed sensors are already present in
the transmissions considered here. The hardware setup does not have to be extended.
3.4.2 Requirements of Adaption Law
As discussed above in Section 2.1.4, the adaptor is supposed to be able to increase, but
also decrease the common gain factor kp¨q, if necessary. This creates a much more energy-
efficient control architecture, since the energy put into the system by the controller is kept
as low as possible and as high as necessary.
Also, a low gain factor produces weaker reactions to the change of the error signal ep¨q.
While at first this may seem unfavorable, since the control goal will not be reached as
fast as possible, it also achieves a smoother transition of the system while reducing ep¨q
below the error neighborhood λ. Thus, the powertrain experiences less jolts that may be
perceived as being uncomfortable by the driver and passengers, caused by sudden changes
in hydraulic clutch pressure. It is essential that any reactions generated by the controller,
and thus by the adaption law, ensure continued driving comfort. The controllers devised
in this thesis are not supposed to cause any regression in shift comfort. This has to be
observed when choosing and designing adaptive controllers and their underlying adaption
laws.
This concludes the analysis of the hydraulic clutch system regarding high-gain feedback
stability. An adaptive λ-tracking controller can be implemented.
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4 Control Design
After the high-gain feedback stability of the clutch control system has been established
in the previous chapter, this chapter focuses on the actual adaptive controllers and their
underlying adaption laws that are designed and implemented into the FDCT and NAG3
control software, respectively. Control structure and adaption laws are discussed and
evaluated using a SiL simulation setup. Also, some remarks on digital control systems
are made.
Note that the existing transmission control software is extended, which runs on a series
production control unit. Thus, no special prototyping hardware is used.
4.1 Software Integration
For both the FDCT and NAG3 transmissions, the clutch control algorithms are designed
as digital controllers that are integrated into the control software. Thus, the continuous
control algorithms discussed so far are transformed into a time-discrete set of equations.
The details of the resulting digital adaptive controller are discussed in Section 4.6.
The software modules responsible for conducting the gearshift procedures are extended by
the adaptive control architecture. Software switches are included to select the traditional
or the adaptive controllers in order to facilitate comparative experiments.
4.1.1 Adaptive Control during Gearshifts
As discussed above, powered gearshifts follow two distinct procedures that are divided
into specific phases: the constrained and the release shifts, respectively. Depending on
the current driving state, one of the two is selected:
Table 4.1: Classification of shift procedures
Accelerating Coasting
Upshift Constrained Shift Release Shift
Downshift Release Shift Constrained Shift
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During constrained shifts, for example shifting up while accelerating, the engine speed
is forced against its current gradient: to reduce speed while accelerating and to increase
speed while coasting. In release shifts, the opposite is the case, the engine speed is
changed towards the direction of its current gradient, for instance while shifting down
during acceleration. The constrained and release shift procedures are performed differ-
ently (see [Fo¨rs 91], [Ro¨Wa 95]).
The clutch controller is designed to control the engine speed during a shift, i.e., yptq :“ nengptq.
In case of a torque converter without an engaged lock-up clutch, the torque converter out-
put speed is controlled. For simplification, it is referred to as the engine speed for further
considerations. Thus, the reference trajectory wp¨q is the desired progression of the engine
speed and the control signal up¨q effects the corresponding pressure of the clutch that is
responsible for setting the engine speed by increasing or decreasing its relative speed ac-
cordingly. Hence, the relative speed of the controlled clutch is proportional to the engine
speed for a specific gear change. This speed mapping is carried out by the transmission
control software by selecting the proper gear ratios and clutch speeds.
Note that independent gain factors k1,2p¨q are used for up- and downshift procedures,
respectively. It is also conceivable to use only one gain factor, or even to distinguish
between individual gearshifts. For example, the gain factor for shifts from 1st to 2nd gear
may be saved and adapted independently from the gain factor during shifts from 2nd
to 3rd gear. In this thesis, the controller distinguishes only between up- and downshifts
and therefore uses two individually saved gain factors. More extensive investigations are
necessary to determine if more gain factors are favorable or even if the reduction to one
overall gain factor is feasible. Since it has no effect on controller performance and is useful
for simplification, the individual gain factors k1,2p¨q are generally referred to as kp¨q. A
distinction is made whenever necessary.
4.1.2 Constrained Shift
Constrained shifts are carried out as follows: The disengaging clutch reduces its pressure
to a value that is just high enough to transmit the current torque. At the same time,
the engaging clutch increases its pressure form near-zero to a value that is just below the
ability to transmit any torque. After this state has been achieved, both clutch pressures –
and thus their ability to transmit torque – are overlapped: The engaging clutch increases
its pressure while the disengaging clutch reduces its pressure. After this torque handover,
the disengaging clutch is emptied to a near-zero pressure. Note that up to this point, the
engine speed is still at the value corresponding to the previous gear. Now, the engaging
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clutch increases its pressure for a time to force the engine speed towards its new set point
corresponding to the target gear ratio. This phase is performed with the help of an engine
speed controller and is marked with a gray box in plots (see Fig. 4.1). After the engine
speed has been set, the shift procedure is complete.
Pressure,
Time
Disengaging
Clutch
Engaging Clutch
Engine
Speed
Engine Speed
Figure 4.1: Exemplary constrained shift procedure
The adaptive controllers discussed in this thesis are designed to perform the speed control
phase of the shift procedure. They are implemented instead of the traditional speed
controller.
4.1.3 Release Shift
At first, release shifts are set up the same way as constrained shifts: The disengaging
clutch reduces its pressure as far as possible in order to barely transmit the current drive
torque, whereas the engaging clutch increases its pressure to a level where no torque
is transmitted yet. At this point, the disengaging clutch reduces pressure even further
for a time, so that the engine speed may converge to the value corresponding to the
target gear. Thus, the engine dynamics are released for a short period of time. During
this phase, which is again marked with a gray box in plots, the engine speed controller
is in operation. After the desired speed value has been reached, the disengaging clutch
increases its pressure again to hold the current speed. Now, the hydraulic clutch pressures
are overlapped in the same way as before during constrained shifts. After the disengaging
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clutch has been fully emptied, the engaging clutch now fully transmits the torque. Since
the engine speed has been set before, the shift procedure is now complete (see Fig. 4.2).
Again, the phase where the engine speed is set is carried out with speed controllers. They
are replaced by the adaptive controllers discussed in this thesis, overtaking the control
task.
Time
Disengaging Clutch
Engaging Clutch
Pressure,
Engine Speed
Engine Speed
Figure 4.2: Release shift procedure
4.1.4 Simulation Environment
In order to quickly evaluate control designs, a SiL simulation environment using the
software Silver (by QTronic, Version 2.5.5, 2013) is used. It incorporates a vehicle model,
a comprehensive transmission hardware model and a simulated TCU that runs the actual
control software. With this setup, the control software including the adaptive controller
can be simulated and virtual experiments can be conducted.
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Integrated Simulation Environment
Vehicle Model
User Interface
Transmission Model TCU Model
Control Software
Adaptive Control
Figure 4.3: Software-in-the-Loop simulation setup
The mathematical models that the simulation environment is based on have been devel-
oped independently, prior to this thesis. They have been shown to be sufficiently accurate
and reliable by extensive validation on test-benches and are used in multiple research and
development departments at Daimler AG.
4.2 Adjustment of Adaptive Controller
In this section, some extensions are made to the adaptive controller (3.59) – (3.61) to
account for specific system properties of the clutch control system at hand and to enhance
control performance.
4.2.1 Integral Control Feedback
So far, only a PD-feedback structure has been considered, where the derivative feed-
back is needed for stability reasons. However, it is also advantageous to investigate inte-
gral feedback terms. Traditionally, integral feedback is responsible for the elimination of
steady-state errors and has been used in the context of high-gain feedback control before
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(see [WUDZ04]). Thus, the control structure is extended (see [LoBe 11]):
eptq “ shf ¨ pyptq ´ yrefptqq (4.1)
uptq “ kptq eptq ` κ kptq .eptq ` η kptq
tż
0
epτq dτ (4.2)
.
kptq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq2 , if |eptq| ą 1` ελ
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq 12 , if ελ ď |eptq| ď 1` ελ
0, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ă td
´σ
´
1´ |eptq|
ελ
¯
kptq, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ě td
(4.3)
kp0q “ k0 (4.4)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σ ą 0, td ą 0, 0 ă ε ď 1, κ ą 0, η ą 0.
The coefficient η is used to set a ratio between proportional and integral feedback terms.
At first, it is set to η “ 1.
There is another benefit in using an integral feedback term. Consider the control output
at the beginning of the speed control phase during the shift procedure: First, the error
signal and its time derivative are zero, i.e., ep0q “ .ep0q “ 0. Thus, a PD-feedback con-
troller would result in a control output signal of up0q “ 0 as well and therefore reduce
the current clutch pressure towards zero. This is caused by the lack of any feed-forward
control, which has been specifically excluded to avoid calibration. This unfavorable be-
havior is depicted in Fig. 4.4. The top plot shows the reference and actual speed signals,
respectively. At the beginning of each speed control phase, the engine accelerates away
from the reference trajectory, which coincides with the control output signal uptq being
zero at the beginning (see time indexes 61.7 s and 65.8 s in the center plot, respectively).
This causes the clutch pressure to be decreased, as is depicted in the pressure signals in
the bottom plot of Fig. 4.4 around the same time. Note that the clutch pressure signals
do not show actual clutch pressures, since the sensors are placed in some distance from
the clutch pistons. However, they can be consulted for qualitative investigations. Also,
since the control output signal up¨q is the electric current of the hydraulic control valve
ip¨q, its unit is rus “ mA.
To avoid this unwanted decrease, the controller needs to set a certain pressure value in the
clutch when taking over control from the previous open-loop control algorithms. Ideally,
it is initialized in a way that would generate the same control output signal as before, so
there would be a continuous handover from one shift phase to the other.
The integral term can be used to achieve this behavior. Its integrator may be initialized
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Figure 4.4: SiL simulation of exemplary downshift procedures without control initializa-
tion in FDCT transmission
to a starting value that corresponds to the previous pressure setting. From this point on,
the control behavior is governed by the adaptive controller only.
The integral term is therefore set to an initial value I0, which is obtained from the previ-
ously set clutch pressure:
I0 9 up´0q 9 pClp´0q (4.5)
η kptq
0ż
´t
epτq dτ !“ I0 (4.6)
The resulting control behavior is tested in simulation. As depicted in Fig. 4.5, the initial
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Figure 4.5: SiL simulation of exemplary downshift procedures with control initialization
of the integral feedback term in FDCT transmission
control output is no longer zero at the beginning of the speed control phase, due to the
initialization of the integral term. Thus, there is no corresponding drop in the clutch
pressure signal and the shift procedure is carried out much faster and with a smoother
overall clutch pressure signal, which helps to keep sudden longitudinal accelerations low
and shift comfort high.
4.2.2 Scaling of Adaption Dynamics
Consider a typical control scenario, where the adaption law has to increase the common
gain factor kp¨q during a shift procedure. For demonstration purposes, a simulation of one
upshift procedure during vehicle pull away is carried out. As depicted in the exemplary
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Figure 4.6: SiL simulation of an exemplary adaption of kp¨q from 0 to ca. 4000 during
upshift procedure with increase coefficient γ “ 0.5
simulation in Fig. 4.6, the gain factor kp¨q is increased from 0 to ca. 4000 during one upshift
procedure. However, this value is much too high. Investigations of the traditional clutch
control software revealed that a feasible gain level is k “ r0.2, 2s, and thereby four orders
of magnitude smaller than the adapted value in Fig. 4.6. Thus, the adaption law has to
be scaled down to achieve lower levels of kp¨q with corresponding adaption dynamics. To
this end, the increase coefficient γ is reduced by four orders of magnitude as well, which
indicates a calibration requirement. This is not necessary for the decrease term, since its
dynamics are proportional to the absolute value of kp¨q. With the modification of γ, the
resulting common gain factor, as computed during the exemplary upshift procedure, is
now ca. k “ 0.4, as depicted in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: SiL simulation of an exemplary adaption of kp¨q from 0 to ca. 0.4 during an
upshift procedure, with increase coefficient γ “ 5 ¨ 10´5
4.2.3 Anti-Windup Measures
The underlying principle of PID-control relies on the fact that the control output up¨q is
not limited. Thus, arbitrarily large control values can be assumed by the control output
actuator to react to changes in the error signal; caused for example by disturbances or
changes in the reference signal. However, any physical control system is limited in some
respects. This is also the case with the clutch control system at hand, where the primary
actuator, in this case the hydraulic control valve, can only be set to a maximum electric
current. If engaged, it sets the clutch pressure to the highest system pressure available.
Thus, the control output is bounded. This effect has to be taken into consideration when
designing the feedback architecture, especially the integral feedback term. In case the
maximum control value is reached, the integral feedback term continues to accumulate
the existing error signal, although no further action can be exerted by the control output.
The same is true for the lower bound, i.e., if no pressure is present in the clutch piston.
This windup behavior has to be corrected by anti-windup measures.
The same considerations apply for the adaption law, which is of integral form itself, i.e., a
first-order adaptive controller. When the bounded output value is reached and the error
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signal is still outside the λ-neighborhood, i.e., eptq ě λ, any increase of the common gain
factor kp¨q has no effect on the control performance. Hence, anti-windup measures have
to be included in the adaption law as well.
Therefore, both the integral feedback term and the adaption law are equipped with an
algorithm observing the control output. If the limits are reached, the respective terms are
frozen. This way, their values are kept constant until the limitations are left again:
tż
0
epτq dτ : Σptq “
$&%
tş
0
epτq dτ , if uptq ă umax ^ uptq ą umin
Σptlq , if uptq ě umax _ uptq ď umin
(4.7)
kptq : Kptq “
$&%
tş
0
.
kpτq dτ , if uptq ă umax ^ uptq ą umin
kptlq , if uptq ě umax _ uptq ď umin
(4.8)
where tl denotes the time where either an upper or lower bound of the control value was
reached most recently. This extension avoids windup-behavior of both the adaptor and
the integral feedback. It is implemented for all adaptive controllers from this point on.
However, it is not restated in the equations describing the control dynamics to improve
readability.
Note that during limited control operation, where the adaption law and the integral feed-
back are halted, the controller is essentially reduced to a fixed output value. The stability
considerations made before in Section 2.1.6 are based on an unbounded control output
signal up¨q. This condition no longer applies during anti-windup limitation. Throughout
that time, no stabilization can be conducted by the adaptive controller. However, it is
reasonable to assume that the system is physically designed in such a way that it exhibits
stable behavior under these circumstances, which are not exclusive to the adaptive control
architecture but may occur during traditional control operation as well. Both simulation
and experimental results support this assumption, since no instability has been observed
during limited operation of the controller.
4.3 Parameter Studies
So far, the adaptive controller (4.1) – (4.4) has not been investigated regarding the dynam-
ics of both the adaption law and the underlying PID-controller. The control parameters
and those governing the adaption law have been found using a series of simulations and
thus obtaining a suitable set of values that achieve the control goal for the system at
hand. They are discussed in this section.
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Note that the underlying structure of a high-gain feedback λ-tracking controller can be
designed with tools from traditional control design theory found in literature, for instance
selecting a PID-controller, as it is done here. However, there exists no theory of how to
design the controller’s adaption law regarding its parameters. This is an intuitive process
that the designer has to complete when setting up a new controller for a system. This
trial-and-error method is carried out with the help of simulation tools. This constitutes a
small drawback in the attempt to reduce calibration efforts. However, since there is only
a small number of parameters, this calibration process can be completed quickly.
It is important to point out that the evaluation of the adaptor’s dynamics is rather difficult
and relies on the application and its requirements, in order to decide which of the control
goals are more important than others. For instance, a very fast reaction to changes in the
system’s dynamics may cause a sudden and strong increase in the common gain factor
kp¨q that might lead to uncomfortable system reactions or tendency to induce oscillations.
These choices are discussed in the following.
First, the FDCT transmission is considered and serves as a basis for control design. The
following parameters have been chosen based on simulation results:
Table 4.2: Standard set of adaptive control parameters
Parameter Value Remark
κ 0.01 Gain coefficient of derivative feedback term
η 1.0 Gain coefficient of integral feedback term
λ 50.0 parameter defining error-neighborhood, in min´1
ε 1.0 Coefficient for smaller λ-neighborhood
γ 2 ¨ 10´5 Coefficient for increase of common gain factor
σ 0.2 Coefficient for exponential decrease of common gain factor
td 0.5 Time frame before decrease is activated, in s
k0 0.6 Initial value of common gain factor
This constitutes the standard parameter set. It is suitable to achieve the control goal
of performing the desired shift procedures. Figure 4.8 shows some exemplary up- and
downshifts that have been conducted in simulation with controller (4.1) – (4.4) and the
parameters from Table 4.2. As depicted in Fig. 4.8, shifts are conducted successfully
and without oscillations. This forms the basis for the following considerations, where
each parameter is discussed in detail with the help of simulated gearshifts of the FDCT
transmission.
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Figure 4.8: SiL simulation of exemplary up- and downshift procedures with standard pa-
rameters from Table 4.2, FDCT transmission
4.3.1 Gain Coefficient κ
The parameter κ is set to 0.01 to ensure an existing derivative feedback for stability
reasons and at the same time reduce its influence on the overall control output up¨q by
choosing a value much smaller than 1. A large derivative feedback may lead to damping of
the control signal and may therefore counteract the action by the proportional feedback.
Moreover, the derivative term may introduce noise into the control system, since any noise
already present in the system output signal is amplified by the time derivative. This may
also cause instability in the closed-loop system. Figure 4.9 shows the system’s tendency
to oscillate with a higher setting for κ.
Since the controller is implemented in the form of a discrete control algorithm with a
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pre-specified frequency, it is desirable to reduce any discretization effects on the system
as far as possible. Thus, a smaller value of κ “ 0.01 is chosen. The discretization effects
are discussed further in Section 4.6.2.
With a smaller setting of κ “ 0.01, the closed-loop system shows no oscillations, as shown
in Fig. 4.10. It is therefore a favorable setting.
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Figure 4.9: Upshifts exhibiting strong control output oscillations due to noise amplifica-
tion by derivative feedback term, κ “ 0.1
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Figure 4.10: Upshifts without control output oscillations due to reduced derivative coeffi-
cient κ “ 0.01
4.3.2 Gain Coefficient η
The parameter η is kept at 1. Thus, the proportional and integral feedback terms have
equal influence on the control output signal up¨q. A stronger integral term with η ą 1 may
lead to a loss in short-term control reactions generated by the proportional feedback. On
the other hand, a setting of η ă 1 may not be sufficient in reducing steady-state errors.
Figure 4.11 shows three downshift procedures with varying settings of η. The integral gain
coefficient of η “ 0.1 is not sufficient to eliminate the steady-state error over the course of
the shift procedure, since the λ-neighborhood is not reached (Fig. 4.11, left column). If η
is increased to 1, the control goal is achieved before the shift procedure ends (Fig. 4.11,
center column). A setting of η “ 2 does not significantly improve the control performance,
so this higher setting is not necessary (Fig. 4.11, right column). The λ-neighborhood is
only reached marginally faster than with η “ 1. Also, a dominant integral feedback term
with η " 1 may lead to slow control dynamics. Thus, the setting of η “ 1 achieving good
control performance in conjunction with faster control dynamics is chosen.
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Figure 4.11: Downshift procedures with integral gain coefficients of η “ t0.1, 1, 2u
4.3.3 λ-Neighborhood
The error neighborhood λ has to be large enough to safely encompass any error signal noise
without causing a reaction by the adaption law and at the same time be small enough so
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that the desired control performance is achieved. If λ is smaller than the noise amplitude,
the adaptive controller will track the noise of the error signal ep¨q, (see [BeSt 10]), which is
to be avoided. Also, a certain tracking error is desired. The adaptive clutch controller is
implemented without any feed-forward control. Thus, there is no mechanism that would
allow the controller to perform a perfect gearshift with an error signal of eptq ” 0 @t.
In addition to the pre-initialized fixed-value integral feedback term, the controller has to
generate a time-dependent control value in order to follow the desired reference trajectory
wp¨q, which is generated by the proportional and derivative feedback terms. Hence, the
existence of a tracking error is necessary and therefore has to be included in the λ-
neighborhood.
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Figure 4.12: Upshift (top row) and downshift (bottom row) procedures with λ “
t10, 20, 50u
As shown in Fig. 4.12, there is no qualitative difference between the investigated settings of
λ with regards to the control performance. With λ “ 50, the tracking error is marginally
larger in downshift procedures (bottom row). However, the upshift procedures (top row)
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show no tendency if a higher or lower setting of λ is favorable. In order to safely encompass
any noise in the λ-neighborhood and also to allow for a tracking error, λ “ 50 has been
chosen and proven suitable for the control dynamics.
Remark 4.1 In literature, much smaller values for λ are used, for example λ “ 0.2
in [BeZi 06] and [BeLo 12]. However, the value of the λ-neighborhood is dependent on the
order of magnitude of the system output yp¨q. In the cited publications, the system output
lies within y P r´2, 2s and thus λ is set to ca. 5% of this range, i.e., λ “ 0.2. The output
signal of the transmission system considered here ranges between y P r600, 7000s and the
λ-neighborhood is set to λ “ 50, which is ca. 1% of the range. Thus, a feasible and
comparatively small value for λ is chosen.
4.3.4 Coefficient ε
As discussed above in Section 4.3.3, the effect on the control dynamics caused by decreas-
ing the λ-neighborhood is insignificant. Thus, setting a value ε ă 1 does not contribute
to improve the control performance. Thus, the value ε “ 1 is kept.
4.3.5 Decrease Gain Coefficient σ
The coefficient σ denotes the rate of decay for the exponential decrease term of the
adaption law. Its purpose is to ensure that the common gain factor kp¨q is reduced after
exceeding the required level, since an overshoot is to be expected. The gain factor is
supposed to be as high as necessary and as low as possible to minimize the control energy
input and reduce stiffness of the underlying controller. At this point, four upshifts during
vehicle pull away are simulated, with an initially high setting of k0 “ 1 and a waiting
time of td “ 0 s in order to investigate the behavior of the decrease term and the influence
of the coefficient σ. As depicted in Fig. 4.13, the decrease behavior of the common gain
factor kp¨q is rather weak with a setting of σ “ 0.1. Over the course of four upshifts, kp¨q
is only decreased by approximately 10%. A stronger decrease is advisable.
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Figure 4.13: Upshift procedures during vehicle pull away with σ “ 0.1
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Figure 4.14: Upshift procedures during vehicle pull away with σ “ 0.2
With σ “ 0.2, the decrease of kp¨q is much more dynamic, as depicted in Fig. 4.14. During
the four subsequent upshifts, the gain factor is reduced by ca. 17%.
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Figure 4.15: Upshift procedures during vehicle pull away with σ “ 0.4
If the coefficient σ is set to 0.4, the decrease of kp¨q is even stronger, as shown in Fig. 4.15.
Although sufficient control performance is achieved, the common gain factor kp¨q is de-
creased significantly to about 75% its former value over the course of four upshifts.
Note that the setting of σ to achieve the desired adaption performance is closely re-
lated to the setting of the waiting time td (discussed in the following section). One may
choose to wait a longer time before engaging a stronger decrease coefficient. On the other
hand, an adaption law where the decrease term is activated sooner and is accompanied
by a smaller decrease coefficient, may also be suitable. For the purpose of this thesis, a
moderate setting of σ “ 0.2 is chosen.
4.3.6 Waiting Time td
The parameter td denotes the time span that has to pass after the system output yp¨q
entered the λ-neighborhood and before the decrease term of the adaption law is activated.
Its goal is to avoid any oscillating behavior of the increase and decrease of the common
gain factor kp¨q, as observed with the σ-modification (2.7). Note that the adaption process
is reinitialized at the beginning of each shift procedure. Thus, the waiting time is specified
with respect to a single shift duration. As discussed above, td and σ have to be set in
accordance to achieve the desired control dynamics. In this thesis, the decrease term is
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aimed at reducing kp¨q on a macroscopic time scale. Thus, a rather long waiting time
of td “ 0.5 together with a decay coefficient of σ “ 0.2 is chosen. The usual duration
for a shift procedure is between 0.7 s and 1 s. Thus, the common gain factor kp¨q is only
decreased after the control goal has been achieved for a long time, i.e., for the most part
of a shift procedure. Hence, the decrease term is subordinate to the increase term.
4.3.7 Initialization k0
In between shift procedures, the common gain factor kp¨q is saved. Thus, one shift pro-
cedure is initialized with the level of kp¨q with which the previous shift ended. At engine
shutdown, the gain factor would have to be saved to the non-volatile memory of the TCU
to be available at startup. However, since this feature is not implemented at this point,
a value of k0 “ 0.6 is used as initialization for the very first shift procedure after startup
of both vehicle and simulation set-ups (see Fig. 4.16).
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Figure 4.16: Upshift procedures during vehicle pull away with initialization of common
gain factor kp¨q
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4.3.8 Increase Gain Coefficient γ
The parameter γ plays a decisive role in the adaptor’s increase dynamics. The adaption
behavior is supposed to be fast enough so that the control goal is achieved during a
single shift procedure. The following simulations show a series of upshifts during vehicle
pull away with the corresponding adaption of the common gain factor kp¨q. In order to
generate a clear reaction by the adaptor, the initial value for the gain factor is reduced
to k0 “ 0.1 during these simulations. A value of k0 “ 0 is not feasible, since it would
inhibit the initialization of the integral feedback term expressed in (4.6). As depicted in
Fig. 4.17, the adaptor shows a strong reaction to the system output yp¨q being outside the
λ-neighborhood between t “ 7.5 s and t “ 8.3 s by drastically increasing the common gain
factor kp¨q. Finally, around t “ 8.4 , the shift is successfully completed. However, during
the following upshifts, the gain factor is increased further, indicating that the adaption
during the previous shift procedure is not complete. Thus, the gain coefficient γ may be
increased.
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Figure 4.17: Upshift procedures during vehicle pull away with γ “ 1 ¨ 10´5
The same vehicle pull away maneuver including three upshift procedures was performed
in simulation as shown in Fig. 4.18, now with a higher setting of γ “ 2 ¨ 10´5. The first
strong reaction by the adaptor during the first shift procedure is comparable to the one
in Fig. 4.17. However, the gain factor kp¨q is increased much further, to ca. 1.1. During
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the following upshifts, no additional adaption is required, and thus the gain factor is kept
constant while the shifts are performed successfully.
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Figure 4.18: Upshift procedures during vehicle pull away with γ “ 2 ¨ 10´5
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Figure 4.19: Upshift procedures during vehicle pull away with γ “ 4 ¨ 10´5
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For comparison purposes, the gain coefficient γ is increased to 4 ¨ 10´5 and the same
maneuver is conducted in simulation, as shown in Fig. 4.19. The control performance is
comparable to the one in Fig. 4.18. However, the common gain factor kp¨q is increased
even higher during the first shift procedure. In fact, during the following upshifts, it
is decreased again. Thus, the initial adaption between t “ 6.2 s and t “ 6.8 s, leads
to a value of kp¨q that is higher than necessary. Although the control goal is achieved
nonetheless, this higher setting of γ “ 4 ¨10´5 is not necessary and may cause sudden and
uncomfortable reactions by the clutch system in later shifts, due to intense gain factor
adaption. Thus, γ “ 2 ¨ 10´5 is chosen.
Note that the strong decrease of the engine speed during the first upshift in Figs. 4.17 –
4.19, where the first sizable increase of the gain factor kp¨q is conducted, is implausible
at first. Since the control feedback gain is still small at this point (k0 “ 0.1), the engine
speed is expected to increase due to insufficient control output values. However, the strong
decrease of engine speed suggests a high control output. This is caused by the sudden
increase of the gain factor in conjunction with the pre-initialized integral feedback term
and is an unfavorable behavior of the adaption law. This effect is discussed further in
Section 4.4.
4.4 Counteractive Adaption Law Dynamics
In some instances, unusually long downshift procedures occur that are not consistent
with the desired control performance, as shown in Fig. 4.20. This is the result of a nearly
constant control output signal that is too low to achieve the desired control dynamics and
thus perform the shift procedure in the desired time frame. At first, this behavior seems
contradictory to the existence of an integral feedback term, which is responsible for the
reduction of steady-state errors. Note that due to the small value of κ, the derivative
feedback does not contribute to the control dynamics significantly and can be neglected
for the following considerations.
The engine speed signal is lower than the reference trajectory for the most part of the shift
procedure (see Fig. 4.20, top). Thus, the controller is expected to react to this system state
by reducing the clutch pressure and therefore releasing the engine to accelerate. Instead,
the control output signal up¨q remains nearly constant. This is due to the counteracting
behavior of integral and proportional feedback terms: The correct behavior of reducing
the control output can be observed in the proportional term. However, the integral term
increases its value – contrary to the desired behavior – which cancels out the reaction
of the proportional term. Thus, the overall control output shows almost no reaction
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Figure 4.20: Simulation of long downshift procedure from 5th to 4th gear with counter-
acting proportional and integral feedback terms
(see Fig. 4.20, center). The integral term is increased because of its positive initialization
value that is amplified by the strong increase of the common gain factor kp¨q, caused
by the adaption law (see Fig. 4.20, bottom). Thus, an unwanted interaction between
the dynamics of the adaption law and the control dynamics are the cause of this faulty
behavior. The adaption law’s increase of kp¨q is much faster than the integral term’s
decrease, caused by the negative error signal ep¨q. This dynamics mismatch has to be
avoided. Whenever a strong increase of the gain factor coincides with a pre-existing
integral term, for instance set by initialization or resulting from previous control action,
the controller’s response is unsuited to achieve the control goal.
To overcome this deficiency, the counteracting behavior has to be detected and, during
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this state, the adaption law has to be muted. Thus, the adaptive controller is extended
to:
eptq “ shf ¨ pyptq ´ yrefptqq (4.9)
uptq “ kptq eptq ` κ kptq .eptq ` η kptq
tż
0
epτq dτ (4.10)
.
kptq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq2 , if `|eptq| ą 1` ελ ^ ∆¯˘
γ p|eptq| ´ ελq 12 , if `ελ ď |eptq| ď 1` ελ ^ ∆¯˘
0, if p|eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ă tdq _ ∆
´σ
´
1´ |eptq|
ελ
¯
kptq, if `|eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ě td ^ ∆¯˘
(4.11)
∆ :“ pP ptq Iptq ă 0q ^
´ .
P ptq .Iptq ă 0
¯
^
´
Iptq .Iptq ą 0
¯
^
´
P ptq .P ptq ą 0
¯
(4.12)
P ptq :“ kptq eptq (4.13)
Iptq :“ η kptq
tż
0
epτq dτ (4.14)
kp0q “ k0 (4.15)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σ ą 0, td ą 0, 0 ă ε ď 1, κ ą 0, η ą 0. With these modifications,
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Figure 4.21: Unwanted behavior of counteracting integral and proportional terms (left),
and acceptable control behavior (right)
the controller (4.9) – (4.15) deactivates the adaption of the common gain factor, if the
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proportional and integral terms show diverging and counteracting behavior. The term ∆
denotes the case when integral and proportional terms, as well as their time derivatives,
have opposing signs and are not converging towards zero (see Fig. 4.21, left). It is not
sufficient to only detect opposing signs of the feedback signals and of their respective
derivatives. If that was the case, the control behavior depicted in Fig. 4.21 (right) would
also cause the adaption law to be muted. However, this is not desired here and has to be
excluded in the formulation for muting term ∆ by adding the condition that proportional
and integral feedback terms are diverging from zero. If ∆ “ 1, the adaption law switches
to
.
kptq “ 0, i.e., keeping the common gain factor constant.
The extended controller is tested in simulation with the same downshift procedure as
before. The simulation results in Fig. 4.22 show that the control goal is now achieved
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Figure 4.22: Simulation of downshift procedure from 5th to 4th gear with muted adaption
law and no counteracting feedback terms
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using the extended adaptive controller. The adaptor’s muting behavior avoids the coun-
teracting behavior of integral and proportional feedback terms. Thus, the overall control
output signal is now longer constant but shows a suitable reaction. As a result, the shift
procedure is carried out in a much shorter time frame and the final value of kp¨q is much
lower due to stalled increase dynamics.
Note that the controller does not exhibit its full potential in terms of shift duration.
The shifts depicted here are merely examples to demonstrate the counteraction of inte-
gral and proportional feedback terms. For details regarding shift speed, please refer to
Sections 5.1.3 and 5.2.3.
4.5 Fully Exponential Adaption Law
So far, only one adaptor for the adaptive PID-controller has been discussed. It was
extended to arrive at controller (4.9) – (4.15) and achieves the desired control performance.
It is however conceivable to choose different adaption laws. In this section, the following
adaptive controller with PID-feedback is considered:
eptq “ shf ¨ pyptq ´ yrefptqq (4.16)
uptq “ kptq eptq ` κ kptq .eptq ` η kptq
tż
0
epτq dτ (4.17)
.
kptq “
$’’&’’%
´σi
´
1´ |eptq|
ελ
¯
kptq, if |eptq| ě ελ
0, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ă td
´σd
´
1´ |eptq|
ελ
¯
kptq, if |eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ě td
(4.18)
kp0q “ k0 (4.19)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σi ą 0, σd ą 0, td ą 0, 0 ă ε ď 1, κ ą 0, η ą 0, k0 ą 0.
This controller uses exponential terms for both increase and decrease of the common gain
factor kp¨q. Individual gain coefficients σi and σd can be assigned to distinguish between
the increase and decrease dynamics. This adaptor design is simpler than the one with the
standard adaptive controller (4.9) – (4.15).
Note that the same considerations made for the standard adaptive controller (4.9) – (4.15)
in Section 4.4 apply here as well. Thus, the exponential adaptive controller is extended
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by the correction term ∆:
eptq “ shf ¨ pyptq ´ yrefptqq (4.20)
uptq “ kptq eptq ` κ kptq .eptq ` η kptq
tż
0
epτq dτ (4.21)
.
kptq “
$’’&’’%
´σi
´
1´ |eptq|
ελ
¯
kptq, if `|eptq| ě ελ ^ ∆¯˘
0, if p|eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ă tdq _ ∆
´σd
´
1´ |eptq|
ελ
¯
kptq, if `|eptq| ă ελ ^ t´ te ě td ^ ∆¯˘ (4.22)
∆ :“ pP ptq Iptq ă 0q ^
´ .
P ptq .Iptq ă 0
¯
^
´
Iptq .Iptq ą 0
¯
^
´
P ptq .P ptq ą 0
¯
(4.23)
P ptq :“ kptq eptq (4.24)
Iptq :“ η kptq
tż
0
epτq dτ (4.25)
kp0q “ k0 (4.26)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σi ą 0, σd ą 0, td ą 0, 0 ă ε ď 1, κ ą 0, η ą 0, k0 ą 0.
With the extensions, adaptive controller (4.20) – (4.26) has the same abilities as con-
troller (4.9) – (4.15):
• ability to increase common gain factor kp¨q,
• ability to decrease common gain factor kp¨q,
• dead-zone behavior with error neighborhood λ,
• full PID-feedback structure to ensure stability, elimination of steady-state errors
and initialization, and
• avoidance of counteracting proportional and integral feedback terms with ability to
mute the adaption law.
In order to investigate if the exponential increase behavior exhibits favorable dynamics
compared to the standard increase term, comparative simulations are carried out, where
a series of three shift procedures is conducted.
The parameters given in Table 4.3 are used, obtained from Table 4.2 and extended by the
setting for σi that was derived from simulation experiments. Note that the scaling with
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a factor of 10´5 for the increase coefficient σi is not included here. Since the dynamics
of the exponential increase and decrease terms is dependent on the absolute value of
kp¨q, rescaling is not necessary, as long as a suitable starting value k0 is chosen. The up-
Table 4.3: Adaptive control parameters for fully exponential adaption law
Parameter Value Remark
κ 0.01 Gain coefficient of derivative feedback
η 1.0 Gain coefficient of integral feedback
λ 50.0 Parameter for λ-neighborhood, in min´1
ε 1.0 Coefficient for smaller λ-neighborhood
σi 0.3 Coefficient for exponential increase of common gain factor
σd 0.2 Coefficient for exponential decrease of common gain factor
td 0.5 Waiting time before decrease is activated, in s
k0 0.6 Initial value of common gain factor
and downshift procedures depicted in Fig. 4.23 show smooth control performance by the
exponential adaption law in controller (4.20) – (4.26). These results are comparable to
the ones depicted in Fig. 4.8. Hence, as far as these exemplary gearshifts are concerned,
both adaption laws have the same qualitative results.
For the purpose of this thesis, controller (4.9) – (4.15) is used. Other adaption laws are not
investigated at this point. Some preliminary investigations involving the adaptive fuzzy
controller from [BeLo 12] have not resulted in promising control performance. Hence, the
adaptor in form of a fuzzy controller is not considered further here.
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Figure 4.23: Simulation of exemplary shifts with fully exponential adaption law, FDCT
transmission
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4.6 Digital Control Integration
The details of transforming time-continuous adaptive controllers into time-discrete digital
algorithms are investigated in this section. Limitations and the resulting requirements
concerning the control design are discussed.
4.6.1 Hardware Constraints
An important requirement that has to be met by the adaptive controller is the ability
to function in today’s series production control hardware. In order to demonstrate the
capabilities of the control concept, any powerful rapid-prototyping control hardware is to
be avoided. Instead, the constraints imposed on the control system by the TCU have to
be considered.
Limitation of Processing Performance
Since series production components in the automotive industry have to be low-cost to
allow for mass production, computing time comes at a premium. This results in TCUs that
use most of their processing time and thus have limited margins for extended functionality.
If any additional functions are to be implemented, it is essential to design computationally
fast algorithms to do so. Thus, any steps that have high demands on computing time are
not feasible in this context, for example optimization algorithms.
Sampling Time of the Digital Control Setup
So far, the control architectures discussed in this thesis have been stated in time-continuous
form. It is obvious that for integration into the TCU software, they have to be formulated
as digital control algorithms. Thus, the adaptive controllers are transformed into digital
control equations feasible for software implementation.
The transformation is carried out by converting the controller’s differential equations into
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difference equations using standard single-step discretization (see [LaZ 06], [Lunz 10]):
eν “ shf ¨ pyν ´ yref,νq (4.27)
uν “ kν eν ` κ kν eν ´ eν´1
T
` η kν T
νÿ
ν“0
eν (4.28)
kν “ pkν´1 ` kdiffqT (4.29)
kdiff “
$’’’’&’’’’%
γ p|eν | ´ ελq2 , if
`|eν | ą 1` ελ ^ ∆¯ν˘
γ p|eν | ´ ελq 12 , if
`
ελ ď |eν | ď 1` ελ ^ ∆¯ν
˘
0, if p|eν | ă ελ ^ t´ te ă tdq _ ∆ν
´σ
´
1´ |eν |
ελ
¯
kν , if
`|eν | ă ελ ^ t´ te ě td ^ ∆¯ν˘
(4.30)
∆ν :“ pPν Iν ă 0q ^
ˆpPν ´ Pν´1q pIν ´ Iν´1q
T
ă 0
˙
^
ˆ
Iν
Iν ´ Iν´1
T
ą 0
˙
^
ˆ
Pν
Pν ´ Pν´1
T
ą 0
˙
(4.31)
Pν :“ kν eν (4.32)
Iν :“ η kν T
νÿ
ν“0
eν (4.33)
kν“0 “ k0 (4.34)
where λ ě 0, γ ą 1, σ ą 0, td ą 0, 0 ă ε ď 1, κ ą 0, η ą 0 and sampling time T ą 0.
Note that the sampling time is pre-specified within the TCU software setup at T “ 10ms.
This is a strong side-condition to the capabilities of the time-discrete adaptive controller
(4.27) – (4.34). The stability of any time-discrete controller is closely tied to its sampling
time. Here, it is fixed by the control hardware. According to literature (see [Wo¨Br 05],
[Lunz 10]), it is possible to choose a sampling time that is fast enough in order to generate
quasi-continuous digital controllers. This requires the fastest time constant in the system’s
dynamics to be sampled ten times during its transition, which would lead to a sampling
time of one tenth of the fastest time constant. Thus, a quasi-continuous controller is
achieved and the time-continuous form is sufficient for the control design.
However, this is not the case here. For instance, the hydraulic control valve can change its
position much faster than 10T “ 100ms, so these dynamics cannot be fully controlled.
Nonetheless, this is not necessary. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the underlying fast
dynamics of the control valve are limited by its end stops. Thus, they cannot contribute
to any instability of the system and, therefore, are not required to be controlled. Hence,
a slow sampling time is feasible.
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Moreover, since the control architecture currently present in the series production TCU
is able to control the transmission’s clutch systems, it is legitimate to assume that the
sampling time is sufficient for this application. At this point, no further investigations
aimed at reducing the sampling time and thus improving the control capabilities are
carried out. Simulations and vehicle experiments have shown promising results suggesting
that the implemented sampling time is in fact sufficient. No anomalies concerning stability
have been observed that can be linked to time discretization effects.
4.6.2 Derivative Feedback Control
As discussed in Section 3.4.1, a derivative feedback term is required to ensure stability
of the closed-loop system. Due to hardware constraints, the sampling time of T “ 10ms
has to be obeyed. This generates noise in the derivative feedback term that may lead to
uncomfortable control behavior due to sudden peaks of the control output signal.
Filtering of Derivative Feedback Action
In order to reduce noise in the controller, filtering of the derivative feedback term is
advisable. For the purpose of this thesis, a Butterworth filter is implemented. Its design,
following the bilinear z-transform, is carried out according to [IfJe 93] and [Meye 11]. First,
the order of the filter is determined. The design parameters are set to exemplary values:
Signal attenuation: AS “ 10 dB
Cut-off frequency: ωc,d “ 2π ¨ 10Hz
Stopband frequency: ωs,d “ 2π ¨ 15Hz
With the following equations:
N ě
lg
ˆ
1
δS
´ 1
˙
2 lg
ˆ
ωs,a
ωc,a
˙ (4.35)
ωc,a “ 2
T
tan
ˆ
ωc,d T
2
˙
(4.36)
ωs,a “ 2
T
tan
ˆ
ωs,d T
2
˙
(4.37)
δS “ 10´
AS
20 (4.38)
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where ωc,d, ωc,a are the cut-off frequencies and ωs,d, ωs,a are the stopband frequencies for
the digital and pre-warped analog filters, respectively.
The filter order is computed as N ě 0.85. Thus, a first-order Butterworth filter is chosen,
i.e., N “ 1. It is of the following form:
Gtfpωq “ 1
1` ω
ωc
(4.39)
Gtfpzdq “ 1` z
´1
dˆ
1` 2
ωc,a T
˙
`
ˆ
1´ 2
ωc,a T
˙
z´1d
(4.40)
Thus, for the exemplary design parameters, the computation yields:
Gtfpzdq “ 1` z
´1
d
4.077´ 2.078 z´1d
(4.41)
where zd “ esd T , sd P C.
The filter (4.41) is applied to the differentiated error signal .ep¨q, resulting in a smoother
form of the derivative feedback term. This is verified in simulation with controller (4.9) –
(4.15), where the coefficient κ is set to 1 in order to better demonstrate the effect on the
derivative feedback term.
As shown in Fig. 4.24, the filtering of the derivative feedback term is successfully carried
out with the exemplary design parameters. The dashed line, depicting the derivative term,
is much smoother in the bottom plot, whereas the solid line, depicting the proportional
term, is almost the same in both instances, since the shift procedure is very similar except
for minor differences due to slightly different control behavior caused by the modified
derivative feedback term.
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Figure 4.24: Derivative feedback term during shift procedure without (top) and with (bot-
tom) filter (4.41) applied; κ “ 1
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Reference Trajectory Planning
Due to the nature of the derivative feedback term, sudden changes in the error signal ep¨q
result in even stronger peaks in .ep¨q. Even with filtering, this effect cannot be neglected.
It is therefore essential to avoid any such discontinuities in the error signal.
A major contribution to this unfavorable behavior results from abrupt changes in the refer-
ence signal yrefp¨q, that have an immediate effect on the error signal ep¨q and its derivative.
Thus, it is imperative to ensure a continuous form of yrefp¨q and .yrefp¨q. Unfortunately,
this is not the case in the reference signal present in the current control software of the
FDCT transmission (see Fig. 4.25). Since there exists no derivative feedback in the tradi-
tional clutch controller, this is of no concern there. However, the adaptive controllers in
this thesis require a reference signal that has a continuous first derivative to avoid strong
reactions, and possibly oscillations, that may be induced by the derivative feedback term:
yrefp¨q P Cn, n P N (4.42)
To achieve a continuous reference signal, a new algorithm is implemented that generates a
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Figure 4.25: Exemplary simulation of traditional shift procedures with discontinuous steps
in the set point trajectory yrefp¨q
3rd-order polynomial signal. Thus, the start and end speeds as well as their gradients can
be specified, together with the desired shift duration (see Fig. 4.26). Also, the reference
signal’s derivative is generated for use in the derivative feedback term:
yrefptq “
.
ωS ` .ωE
t2dur
t3 ` 2ωS ´ ωE
t3dur
t3 ` 3ωE ´ ωS
t2dur
t2 ´
.
ωS ` .ωE
tdur
t2 ` .ωS t` ωS (4.43)
.
yrefptq “ 3
.
ωS ` .ωE
t2dur
t2 ` 6ωS ´ ωE
t3dur
t2 ` 6ωE ´ ωS
t2dur
t´ 2
.
ωS ` .ωE
tdur
t` .ωS (4.44)
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with the parameters
• ωS – start speed
• ωE – end speed
• .ωS – start speed gradient
• .ωE – end speed gradient
• tdur – shift duration
Time
Speed
.
ωS
ωS
ωE
tdur0
.
ωE
yrefptq
Figure 4.26: Generation of a C8-continuous reference trajectory yrefp¨q in form of a 3rd-
polynomial, with parameters ωS, .ωS, ωE, .ωE, tdur
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Figure 4.27: Exemplary simulation of adaptively controlled shift procedures with set point
trajectory yrefp¨q as 3rd-order polynomial with tdur “ 0.7 s
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Thus, a smooth signal yrefp¨q P C8 is generated and condition (4.42) is obeyed.
The start and end speed values are determined by the current shift procedure and may
vary during the shift, corresponding to the vehicle’s acceleration. The start gradient .ωS
is taken from the actual speed gradient signal in order to achieve a smooth transition into
the speed control phase. The end gradient is set to .ωE “ 0, whereas the shift duration
parameter tdur can be set by the designer. Shorter time spans make for a quicker shift
procedure, whereas a longer shift duration may achieve a more comfortable shift. The
setting is therefore subject to calibration. An example for the resulting reference signal
during shifts is depicted in Fig. 4.27. There are no discontinuities present in the reference
signal and the system output signal yp¨q is able to follow smoothly. The duration tdur has
been set according to simulation results. A value of tdur “ 0.7 s is common for most shift
procedures. Nonetheless, the designer may choose shorter times for faster, sportier shifts
or longer times for more comfortable shifts.
4.7 Engine Intervention Control
When designing gearshift controllers, a significant contribution to shift speed and comfort
is the engine intervention algorithm.
Consider a powered upshift procedure: The reduction of the engine speed creates an
additional torque in the powertrain that is transmitted to the driveshaft. This is a result
of the deceleration of the combined moment of inertia at the transmission input shaft:
.
L⃗out “ Jout ..φout “
ÿ
n
M⃗n (4.45)
e⃗x : Jout ..φout “ ´MVeh ` ig pMEng ´ Jin ..φinq (4.46)
..
φout “ ´MVeh ` igMEng ´ ig Jin
..
φin
Jout
(4.47)
where
• Lout – angular momentum of transmission output shaft
• Jin – combined mass moment of inertia at transmission input shaft
• Jout – combined mass moment of inertia of vehicle mass and output shaft
• .φin – angular velocity of transmission input shaft during fixed gear
• .φout – angular velocity of transmission output shaft
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• MEng – engine drive torque
• MVeh – combined load torque of vehicle, corresponding to combined drive resistances
• ig – current gear ratio
Exemplary simulations of powered upshift procedures are conducted with the NAG3 trans-
mission and the adaptive controller in operation to demonstrate the effect of engine inter-
vention control on the powertrain dynamics. For more details regarding this powertrain
and for extensive simulations and vehicle experiments, please refer to Section 5.2.
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Figure 4.28: SiL simulation of adaptively controlled upshifts without engine torque reduc-
tion in NAG3 transmission, pa “ 30%
First, a series of adaptively controlled upshift procedures with an exemplary accelerator
pedal setting of pa “ 30% is conducted in simulation without engine intervention control.
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The term ´ig Jin ..φin creates a positive torque at the transmission output, if ..φin is negative,
for instance during upshifts, where the engine speed is reduced (see Fig. 4.28). This leads
to an unfavorable jerk in the powertrain, causing a positive longitudinal acceleration in
the vehicle, as depicted in Fig. 4.28 (center), around t “ 9.1 s, t “ 11.3 s and t “ 15.3 s.
Note that this additional torque is dominant in low gear ratios, where ig " 1. In higher
gears, as ig decreases, the additional torque does not affect the powertrain dynamics as
much.
This behavior can be counteracted by reducing the engine drive torque MEng accordingly
during the speed controlled shift phase. This is done by the TCU requesting a reduction
of drive torque which is then conducted by the engine control unit. However, this feature
has been deactivated at this point for comparison purposes. The engine torque stays
constant over the course of the three upshift procedures. After the engine intervention
algorithm has been reactivated, the three upshifts are carried out anew in simulation, as
shown in Fig. 4.29. Now, the reduction of the engine torque is clearly visible during the
shift procedures (Fig. 4.29, bottom plot). As a result, the strong additional longitudinal
acceleration of the vehicle is avoided (center plot). However, the acceleration signal still
shows some oscillations and is therefore not ideal. This is due to the fact that the algorithm
computing a suitable engine intervention request is based on the traditional clutch control
architecture and is therefore not fully compatible with the adaptive controller.
At this point, no further investigations are made into the generation of a suitable engine
intervention control algorithm for adaptively controlled shift procedures. The avoidance
of longitudinal jerks by controlling both the engine torque and clutch torque is beyond
the scope of this thesis and requires a multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) control
design. For the purpose of this work, the traditional engine intervention control algorithm
is deactivated.
Note that for powered downshifts, similar considerations concerning an additional torque
in the powertrain apply. However, in this case the torque is negative, since part of
the engine’s drive torque is used to accelerate the engine during downshifts, for example.
Thus, it is possible to generate a compensatory torque in the engine to avoid this negative
jerk and also to facilitate engine speed matching during downshifts. Again, this feature
is not discussed here and therefore deactivated.
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Figure 4.29: SiL simulation of adaptively controlled upshifts with engine torque reduction
in NAG3 transmission, pa “ 30%
This concludes the design process of the adaptive λ-tracking controller. Its performance
is yet to be evaluated in comparison to the traditional control software.
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5 Vehicle Experiments: Comparative
Study
In this chapter, the adaptive controller (4.9) – (4.15) designed in Chapter 4 is tested in
vehicle operation in simulation and on a test track using actual series production control
hardware. Thus, the simulation results from the previous chapter are validated and the
applicability of adaptive λ-tracking control in two distinct powertrains is demonstrated.
It was not possible to conduct vehicle tests under different environmental conditions –
such as extreme cold – in controlled, reproducible experiments due to the lack of testing
facilities. Hence, before any experiments were conducted, the vehicle was warmed up to
ensure the same conditions for all measurements, for instance the temperatures of engine
coolant, engine oil, transmission oil and catalytic converter.
Vehicle
Laptop PC with
Calibration Software
Transmission
TCU
FDCT Architecture
NAG3 Architecture
CAN Interface
Engine
Figure 5.1: Vehicle experimental setup
The control software runs on the transmission control unit, as it would in a series pro-
duction transmission. Measurements are conducted by recording the software’s variables
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with the help of a standard Laptop computer connected to the TCU via the Controller
Area Network (CAN) protocol, using the software CANape (by Vector Informatik, version
10.0 SP2, 2011). With the help of the same data link, the calibration parameters can be
set (see Fig. 5.1). Note that due to the different powertrain layouts for the FDCT and
NAG3 transmissions, the schematic in Fig. 5.1 shows both front- and rear-wheel drive,
depending on the transmission.
5.1 FDCT Dual-Clutch Transmission
First, the adaptive controller is tested with the FDCT dual-clutch transmission in a
Mercedes-Benz B-Class vehicle with a 90 kW gasoline engine.
A series of driving maneuvers are carried out to test the adaptively controlled shift pro-
cedures under different circumstances. They have been chosen for their ability to be
conducted in both simulation and vehicle experiment on a test track. Since the length of
the available track and maximum vehicle speed are limited, driving maneuvers requiring
high speeds are not feasible.
The following maneuvers are conducted:
• Vehicle pull away from standstill with an accelerator pedal value of pa “ 50%. Three
subsequent upshifts can be investigated during this maneuver: ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃
This is also used to evaluate shift duration during upshifts.
• Powered up- and downshifts during vehicle acceleration with pa “ 50% between 3rd
and 4th gear. Thus, constrained and release shifts can be tested: ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃
• Powered up- and downshifts during vehicle acceleration with pa “ 50% between 4th
and 5th gear: ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄
Again, constrained and release shifts are conducted. This is done for comparison
purposes and to eliminate any effects specific to the shifts during the previous ma-
neuver.
• In order to evaluate shift duration during downshifts, the vehicle is accelerated to
80 km ¨ h´1 and put into 7th gear. Now, three downshifts to 4th gear are conducted
during vehicle acceleration with pa “ 50%: ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃
Note that this selection does not constitute a comprehensive shift analysis. Many and
more different shift procedures would have to be tested in order to fully investigate control
performance for every conceivable driving scenario, which is beyond the scope of this
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thesis. Instead, these maneuvers were chosen to test functionality, stability and speed
of adaptively controlled gearshifts and at the same time to be conducted easily on the
available test track.
The same parameters as before are used for the adaption law, given in Table 4.2.
5.1.1 Traditional Control
For comparison purposes and to assess traditional control performance, a set of tradition-
ally controlled shifts is conducted. This is done in both simulation and vehicle experiment.
In Fig. 5.2, the vehicle is accelerated from standstill with a continuous accelerator pedal
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Figure 5.2: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional control
value of 50% in simulation. Thus, three upshifts are carried out from 1st over 2nd and
3rd to 4th gear. The engine speed signal shows a smooth form, whereas the reference
trajectory is reinitialized during each shift procedure. As a result, the error value ep¨q is
virtually eliminated towards the end of each shift. The shift duration ranges from 1 s to
1.4 s.
Figure 5.3 shows the same maneuver in a vehicle experiment. The smoothness of the
engine speed signal is comparable to the one in simulation. The discontinuities in the
reference trajectory are still present, but not as extensive as in simulation. Also, the
shifts occur at different engine speed levels. The upshift from 1st to 2nd gear begins at
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Figure 5.3: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional control
ca. 2500min´1 in both cases, whereas the shift from 2nd to 3rd gear begins later in sim-
ulation than during the vehicle experiment; at 2900min´1 and 2400min´1, respectively.
Also, the shift from 3rd to 4th gear begins at 2700min´1 in simulation and at 2200min´1
in the actual vehicle. The shifts are initiated by the control software’s gear selection al-
gorithm. In order to achieve comparable results, the vehicle test conditions were chosen
as close to the simulation parameters as possible. Why shifts are initiated differently is
unknown at this point. However, since the focus lies on the gearshift procedures itself,
the algorithm responsible for gear selection and shift initiation is not discussed further.
The shift duration in vehicle experiments ranges from 0.9 s to 1.5 s, which is comparable
to the simulation results. Figure 5.4 shows two down- and two upshift procedures between
3rd and 4th gear during vehicle acceleration with a constant accelerator pedal value of
50%. Note that the clutch control software distinguishes between up- and downshifts in
the computation of the error signals. Thus, both error signals e1,2p¨q are plotted, where
e1p¨q refers to the error signal during upshifts, and e2p¨q denotes the error signal during
downshifts.
During upshifts, the engine speed signal follows a smooth form. However, during down-
shifts, it exhibits some oscillations towards the end of the respective shift procedure. The
reference trajectory is followed roughly, although towards the end of downshifts, the en-
gine speed veers away. As a result, the shift is concluded with an increased error signal.
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Figure 5.4: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional control
Shift duration is ca. 0.8 s during upshifts, and ca. 1 s during downshifts.
Figure 5.5 shows the same maneuver, carried out in the vehicle. Both up- and downshift
procedures achieve a control performance comparable to the one in simulation. However,
the engine speed signal shows only minor oscillations in the vehicle. During upshifts, the
error signal e1p¨q is fairly small towards the end of the shifts (ca. 10min´1). For down-
shifts, the error signal e2p¨q is not reduced at the end of the shift. Instead, the engine
speed signal veers away from the reference trajectory, causing values of ca. ´150min´1
and ´120min´1 for e2p¨q, respectively.
Downshifts last ca. 1.5 s, whereas upshifts take ca. 0.7 s. In simulation, downshifts are
conducted faster and upshifts take a bit longer. Another set of consecutive up- and
downshifts is simulated during vehicle acceleration, as depicted in Fig. 5.6, this time be-
tween 4th and 5th gear. Again, the upshifts produce a smooth engine signal, whereas
oscillations occur during downshifts. As before in Fig. 5.4, the error value is almost elimi-
nated towards the end of upshifts, and is not reduced considerably at the end of downshift
procedures. Shift duration is ca. 0.6 s during upshifts, and ca. 1 s during downshifts.
The shift procedures during the same driving maneuver are repeated in the vehicle and
shown in Fig. 5.7. The upshift procedures are comparable to the simulation results re-
garding control performance. However, the experimental data differs somewhat from the
simulation results during downshifts. Again, there is a considerable tracking error of ca.
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Figure 5.5: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃maneuver, traditional control
50min´1 at the end of each downshift. Unlike the simulation results, the vehicle experi-
ment shows a positive error value.
Downshifts last from 1 s to 1.2 s, upshifts take ca. 0.7 s. In simulation, shift speed is
slightly faster.
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Figure 5.6: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄ maneuver, traditional control
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Figure 5.7: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄maneuver, traditional control
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5.1.2 Adaptive Control
In this section, the simulations and vehicle experiments are carried out anew, this time
with the adaptive controller in operation.
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Figure 5.8: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control
Shift durations have been set to tdur,1 “ 0.9 s for upshifts and tdur,2 “ 1.0 s for downshifts.
As with the traditional control software before, the vehicle is accelerated with a constant
accelerator pedal value of 50%, which results in a series of three consecutive upshifts, as
depicted in Fig. 5.8. Both the engine speed and the reference trajectory show a smooth
form. The error signal ep¨q leaves the λ-neighborhood occasionally, which causes the
adaption law to react and the gain factor kp¨q to be increased. Towards the end of
each upshift, the error signal is reduced sufficiently below λ, and thus the control goal is
achieved. Shift duration ranges from 0.7 s to 0.9 s. Note that just before the shifts begin,
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there is a sudden and unexpected increase in engine speed. The reason for this behavior
is unknown.
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Figure 5.9: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control
The maneuver is repeated in vehicle experiment, as depicted in Fig. 5.9. The engine
speed signal smoothly follows the reference trajectory, and the control goal of eptq ď λ
as achieved for the most part of every shift as well as at the end. Minor increases of the
gain factor kp¨q are caused by the adaption law, as well as a small decrease during the
third shift, resulting from eptq ď λ over the duration of the procedure. As before during
traditional clutch control, the shifts are initiated at different engine speed levels, when
vehicle experiments are compared to the simulation results in Fig. 5.8. Again, this is not
discussed further. Shift duration ranges from 0.7 s to 0.9 s, which was the same during
simulation.
The unexpected increase of the engine speed just before the shift procedure begins, as
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observed in simulation, is not present here. The system exhibits the expected behavior
regarding the transition from fixed gear driving to gear shifting. Thus, the simulation
generates false system dynamics in these cases.
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Figure 5.10: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control
The simulation results of consecutive down- and upshifts between 3rd and 4th gear dur-
ing vehicle acceleration with a constant accelerator pedal value of 50% are depicted in
Fig. 5.10. Again, the adaptive controller causes a smooth reaction of the system output,
i.e., the engine speed signal. Only minor oscillations at the beginning and at the end of
the downshifts are observed. The engine speed signal veers away from the reference trajec-
tory at the end of downshifts, causing the error signal e2p¨q to jump and leave the λ-strip.
During upshifts, the control goal of e1ptq ď λ is barely achieved once and not achieved
during the second procedure. However, these are not substantial violations, and thus the
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adaption law’s reaction causes only a minor increase of the gain factors k1,2p¨q. The shifts
are completed over a shift duration of 0.7 s for upshifts and ca. 1.1 s for downshifts.
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Figure 5.11: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control
In Fig. 5.11, experimental data of the same up- and downshift maneuvers is shown. Down-
shifts are performed with a smooth engine speed signal and the control goal is achieved
during the end of the respective shift procedure, with e2ptq ď λ. Upshifts are performed
smoothly as well, although the error signal e1p¨q is not reduced below λ towards the end
of the second upshift. Again, small increases of the gain factors k1,2p¨q are observed where
the λ-neighborhood is left. In comparison to the simulation results in Fig. 5.10, larger
error values are generated during vehicle experiments. However, overall shift performance
is comparable or better. The engine speed does not suddenly veer away from the reference
trajectory at the end of downshifts. Shift duration is ca. 1 s for downshifts, and ca. 0.7 s
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during upshifts. In simulation, downshifts lasted ca. 0.1 s longer, whereas upshifts took
the same time.
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Figure 5.12: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄ maneuver, adaptive control
Figure 5.12 shows the simulation results of consecutive down- and upshifts between 4th
and 5th gear, during vehicle acceleration. Again, a smooth engine speed signal is achieved
during all shift procedures. During downshifts, the control goal of e2ptq ď λ is achieved
towards the end of each shift; the error signal does not veer away from the reference
trajectory as much as in Fig. 5.10. During upshifts, the control goal is barely achieved;
the corresponding error signal e1p¨q is marginally smaller than the λ-strip. Shift duration
is ca. 0.7 s during upshifts, and ca. 1.1 s during downshifts.
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Figure 5.13: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄ maneuver, adaptive control
The results of the vehicle experiment are given in Fig. 5.13. The engine speed signal
shows a smooth form, with minor oscillations during downshift procedures. All shifts
are conducted with the control goal of e1,2ptq ď λ achieved at the end of each shift.
Some adjustments are made to the gain factors k1,2p¨q by the adaption law, including
phases of increase and decrease. Compared to the simulation results in Fig. 5.12, control
performance is comparable during downshifts, and better during upshifts, with the error
signal e1p¨q assuming smaller values and almost remaining inside the λ-neighborhood.
Shift duration is ca. 0.9 s for downshifts, and ca. 0.7 s during upshifts. Compared to
simulation, upshift duration is the same, whereas downshifts are conducted faster in the
vehicle.
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Discussion
Three distinct driving maneuvers have been investigated with both traditional and adap-
tive control of gearshifts in simulation as well as in vehicle experiments: vehicle pull away
from standstill, up- and downshifts between 3rd and 4th and between 4th and 5th gears
during vehicle acceleration. Thus, both release and constrained shifts were conducted.
The following findings were made:
• The simulation results are comparable to the vehicle experiments, for both tradi-
tional and adaptive control of the shift procedures. However, there are some dis-
crepancies. The simulation shows a sudden increase of the engine speed just before
upshifts. This cannot be confirmed by experiments. Also, the duration of shift pro-
cedures differs between simulation and vehicle experiment. This deviation is clearly
observed during traditionally controlled shifts, whereas it is not as significant during
adaptive control (see Table 5.1).
Table 5.1: Comparison of shift duration for FDCT transmission
Traditional Control Simulation Vehicle
➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ 1.0 s – 1.4 s 0.9 s – 1.5 s
➂Ñ➃ 0.8 s 0.7 s
➃Ñ➂ 1.0 s 1.5 s
➃Ñ➄ 0.6 s 0.7 s
➄Ñ➃ 1.0 s 1.0 s – 1.2 s
Adaptive Control
➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ 0.7 s – 0.9 s 0.7 s – 0.9 s
➂Ñ➃ 0.7 s 0.7 s
➃Ñ➂ 1.1 s 1.0 s
➃Ñ➄ 0.7 s 0.7 s
➄Ñ➃ 1.1 s 0.9 s
Thus, the prediction quality of the simulation setup regarding shift duration is inade-
quate for traditionally controlled gearshifts. During adaptive control, the simulation
results are more reliable.
• The adaptive control architecture achieves a smoother form of the resulting en-
gine speed signal with less oscillations than the traditional control setup, in both
simulation and vehicle experiment.
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• During adaptive control, shift duration is equal to or even shorter than with tradi-
tional control.
• The adaptive controller achieves comparable or lower values for the error signals
e1,2p¨q over the course of the shift procedures.
• The subjective assessment of shift quality during adaptive control in vehicle exper-
iments is comparable to the traditional controller.
In conclusion, the shift quality regarding smoothness of the engine speed, evolution of
tracking error and shift duration is comparable or better with the adaptive controller
than with the traditional control setup.
5.1.3 Comparison of Shift Duration
In order to test the adaptive control architecture and evaluate its dynamic capabilities,
more gearshifts are conducted with a focus on shift duration. This is carried out by setting
the duration of the reference trajectory tdur during adaptive control.
Comparison of Upshift Duration
First, a series of upshifts during vehicle pull away with a constant accelerator pedal value
of 50% is conducted.
As shown in Fig. 5.2, the traditional controller achieves shift durations from 1 s to 1.4 s.
The corresponding vehicle experiment data shows sightly different shift speeds, ranging
from 0.9 s to 1.5 s, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The adaptively controlled shifts conducted in
simulation, as given in Fig. 5.9, result in a shift duration from 0.7 s to 0.9 s. These shift
speeds are confirmed by vehicle experiment, as depicted in Fig. 5.9. Thus, the adaptive
controller already achieves faster shifts than the traditional control setup. Now, the
desired shift duration is reduced to tdur,1 “ 0.7 s in order to test controller performance.
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Figure 5.14: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control with
tdur,1 “ 0.7 s
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Figure 5.15: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃maneuver, adaptive control with
tdur,1 “ 0.7 s
With the adaptive controller, shift durations equal 0.7 s during simulation, as depicted in
Fig. 5.14. This is confirmed by the vehicle experiment in Fig. 5.15. Thus, the desired shift
duration is lowered further. The shift duration is set to tdur “ 0.5 s and the simulation
and vehicle experiment is conducted anew using adaptive control. During simulation, as
shown in Fig. 5.16, the shifts are carried out in the specified time without oscillations.
The vehicle experiment in Fig. 5.17 shows the shifts being conducted in the same time
span of 0.5 s. However, some oscillations are present in the engine speed signal and the
tracking error is quite large. This suggests that the adaptive controller reaches the limits
of its capabilities at tdur “ 0.5 s. Thus, the shift duration is not reduced further.
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Figure 5.16: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control with
tdur,1 “ 0.5 s
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Figure 5.17: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃maneuver, adaptive control with
tdur,1 “ 0.5 s
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Comparison of Downshift Duration
The control performance evaluation is continued with a series of downshift procedures from
7th to 4th gear during vehicle acceleration with a constant accelerator pedal value of 50%.
First, for comparison purposes, the downshifts are conducted using traditional control. In
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Figure 5.18: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional control
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Figure 5.19: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional control
simulation, as shown in Fig. 5.18, the shift duration achieved by the traditional controller
ranges from 0.7 s to 1 s. These time spans are confirmed by the vehicle experiment, shown
in Fig. 5.19.
Now the adaptive controller is used for the powered downshifts. First, the shift duration
is set to tdur,2 “ 1 s. In simulation, the shifts are conducted successfully in that time frame
(see Fig. 5.20). The results are validated by the vehicle experiment, depicted in Fig. 5.21,
where the same duration is achieved.
For the next set of downshifts, the desired shift duration is reduced to tdur,2 “ 0.7 s. In
simulation, the shifts are barely completed in time of tdur,2 “ 0.7 s, ranging from 0.75 s
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Figure 5.20: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control with
tdur,2 “ 1 s
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Figure 5.21: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃maneuver, adaptive control with
tdur,2 “ 1 s
to 0.9 s (see Fig. 5.22). In vehicle experiments, shown in Fig. 5.23, shifts are carried
out faster, with shift duration ranging from 0.75 s to 0.8 s and thus almost achieving the
desired setting of tdur,2. This behavior suggests that the controller has reached its limits.
Downshifts cannot be conducted faster using the adaptive controller.
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Figure 5.22: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control with
tdur,2 “ 0.7 s
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Figure 5.23: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃maneuver, adaptive control with
tdur,2 “ 0.7 s
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Discussion
The investigation of shift time performance shows that the adaptive controller is able
to conduct up- and downshifts in the same time as the traditional control algorithm, or
faster. This was shown using both simulation and vehicle experiments.
Table 5.2: Comparison of up- and downshift duration for FDCT transmission
Traditional Control Simulation Vehicle
➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ 1.0 s – 1.4 s 0.9 s – 1.5 s
➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ 0.7 s – 1.0 s 0.7 s – 1.0 s
Adaptive Control
➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ 0.50 s 0.50 s
➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ 0.75 s 0.75 s
Again, the simulation provides more reliable results when the adaptive controller is in
operation (see Table 5.2). Shift duration varies during traditional control operation,
whereas shifting times during adaptive control are predicted reliably.
Faster upshifts are achieved with the adaptive controller, where a duration of 0.5 s can
be reproduced, compared to at least 0.9 s with the traditional controller in the cases
considered here. Therefore, the adaptive controller achieves better performance. During
downshifts, the adaptive controller generates a shift duration of 0.75 s, which is a little
slower than the fastest traditionally controlled downshift procedures. Thus, controller
performance is comparable between traditional and adaptive control in the evaluated
cases.
5.2 NAG3 Automatic Transmission
To demonstrate the adaptive capabilities of controller (4.9) – (4.15), it is implemented into
a completely different powertrain system with unknown parameters. For this purpose, a
Mercedes-Benz E-Class vehicle with a 185 kW Diesel engine mounted to the NAG3 trans-
mission is used and the controller is tested in both simulations and vehicle experiments.
The same driving maneuvers as before with the FDCT transmission are conducted. How-
ever, they are changed to some extend to account for the different powertrain dynamics.
Since the engine is much more powerful, the accelerator pedal values are reduced:
• Vehicle pull away from standstill with an accelerator pedal value of pa “ 40%:
➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃
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• Powered up- and downshifts during vehicle acceleration with pa “ 30% between 3rd
and 4th gear: ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃
• Powered up- and downshifts during vehicle acceleration with pa “ 30% between 4th
and 5th gear: ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄
• Powered downshifts from 8th to 4th gear with pa “ 40%:
➇Ñ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃
Note that for the dynamics of the adaption law, the same parameters from the FDCT
controller are used (see Table 4.2), except for the first initial value k0, which is reduced to
0.1. With the NAG3 transmission, the system output signal yp¨q is the angular velocity
of the output shaft of the torque converter. However, since the lock-up clutch is engaged
during the shifts considered here and for simplification purposes, the engine speed signal
is kept as designation of the system output signal.
5.2.1 Traditional Control
In order to generate a basis for shift performance evaluation, a series of traditionally
controlled shifts is conducted in both simulation and vehicle experiment. The simulation
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Figure 5.24: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional control
results depicted in Fig. 5.24 show three consecutive traditionally controlled upshifts during
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vehicle pull away, from 1st over 2nd and 3rd to 4th gear, with an accelerator pedal value of
pa “ 40%. Shifts are carried out without oscillations and in a time period of 0.5 s to 0.7 s.
However, control performance is rather poor, considering there are large values of the
error signal ep¨q that are not reduced towards the end of the shifts. Only during the third
upshift procedure, the engine speed signal roughly follows the setpoint trajectory and the
tracking error is somewhat reduced. The maneuver is repeated in vehicle experiment, as
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Figure 5.25: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional control
depicted in Fig. 5.25. Compared to the simulation results in Fig. 5.24, some oscillations
towards the end of the first upshifts are observed. Also, the error signal ep¨q is positive
at all times, whereas it also assumes negative values during simulation, and again reaches
considerable values. Shift duration ranges from 0.6 s to 0.9 s, which is up to 0.2 s slower
than in simulation. A series of up- and downshifts is conducted between 3rd and 4th gear
in simulation, as depicted in Fig. 5.26. Shifts are carried out with a smooth engine speed
signal with durations of ca. 0.3 s for downshifts and ca. 0.7 s during upshifts. However,
there are large values of the error signals e1,2p¨q, since the set point trajectory is practically
not followed during downshifts and only roughly followed during upshifts.
In vehicle experiment, the up- and downshifts are also conducted smoothly (see Fig. 5.27).
However, compared to the simulation results depicted in Fig. 5.26, there are much larger
error signal values e2p¨q during downshifts, whereas the error signal e1p¨q during upshifts
is smaller. Thus, better tracking of the reference trajectory is achieved during upshift
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Figure 5.26: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional control
procedures. Downshifts take ca. 0.3 s to be conducted, whereas upshift duration is ca.
0.5 s and therefore ca. 0.2 s faster than in simulation. During simulation of up- and
downshifts between 4th and 5th gear (see Fig. 5.28), the same observations as before
during shifts between 3rd and 4th gear are made. Shifts are carried out smoothly with
large error signal values, especially while shifting down. Again, shift duration is ca. 0.3 s
for down- and ca. 0.7 s for upshifts. The vehicle experiment results are shown in Fig. 5.29.
Compared to simulation, the error signals are larger during downshifts and relatively
small during upshifts with good tracking of the reference signal. Also, shift duration is
ca. 0.3 s while shifting down and ca. 0.5 s for upshifts, which makes upshifts ca. 0.2 s faster
compared to simulation.
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Figure 5.27: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional con-
trol
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Figure 5.28: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄ maneuver, traditional control
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Figure 5.29: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄ maneuver, traditional con-
trol
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5.2.2 Adaptive Control
The driving maneuvers are now conducted with the adaptive controller (4.9) – (4.15) in
operation during shift procedures. Shift durations are set to tdur,1 “ 0.7 s for upshifts
and tdur,2 “ 0.4 s for downshifts. The simulation results of adaptively controlled upshifts
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Figure 5.30: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control
during vehicle pull away show a smooth form of the engine speed signal, as depicted in
Fig. 5.30. The error signal ep¨q is reduced to eptq ă λ at the end of each shift procedure,
which demonstrates good control performance. The adaptive behavior of the controller is
clearly visible in the increase of the common gain factor kp¨q, whenever the λ-neighborhood
is left. Shift duration is ca. 0.7 s for each shift. The maneuver is carried out in vehicle
experiment, as depicted in Fig. 5.31. Shifts are performed mostly with a smooth engine
speed signal, except for some small oscillations. The control goal is achieved with the
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Figure 5.31: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control
error signal ep¨q being smaller than λ at the end of each shift, which take ca. 0.7 s to
complete. Thus, shift duration and control performance is comparable to the simulation
results. The up- and downshifts conducted between 3rd and 4th gear during adaptive
control also show a smooth engine speed signal in simulation (see Fig. 5.32). The error
signals e1,2p¨q are always reduced below λ at the end of the shifts, and thus the control
goal is achieved. Downshifts take ca. 0.3 s, whereas upshifts last ca. 0.5 s. The vehicle
experiment results of adaptively controlled up- and downshifts between 3rd and 4th gear
are shown in Fig. 5.33. The shifts are conducted smoothly for the most part. Apart from
some oscillations after downshifts, control performance is comparable to the simulation
results in Fig. 5.32. Note that during downshifts, the error signal is mostly inside the
λ-neighborhood, which denotes better control performance than during simulation. Shift
duration in the vehicle is ca. 0.4 s during downshifts compared to 0.3 s in simulation, and
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Figure 5.32: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control
ca. 0.5 s during upshifts in both vehicle experiment and simulation. The simulation results
of adaptively controlled shifts between 4th and 5th gear, as depicted in Fig. 5.34, also
show smooth system behavior while achieving the control goal of eptq ă λ at the end of
each shift procedure. In this case, shift duration is ca. 0.4 s for down- and ca. 0.5 s for
upshifts.
In Fig. 5.35, the vehicle experiment data is shown. Again, shifts are performed smoothly
except for some oscillations after downshift procedures. This is comparable to the simu-
lation results. Note that during downshifts, the error signal is inside the λ-neighborhood
all the time. However, no decrease of the gain factor k2p¨q is initiated, since the waiting
time td “ 0.5 s is never reached during one shift procedure. Downshifts take ca. 0.4 s to
complete, whereas upshifts are conducted within 0.5 s, the same as during simulation.
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Figure 5.33: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control
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Figure 5.34: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄ maneuver, adaptive control
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Figure 5.35: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄Ñ➃Ñ➄ maneuver, adaptive control
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Discussion
During simulation and vehicle testing of three distinct driving maneuvers with the NAG3
transmission, the following findings were made:
• The quality of the simulation setup is adequate. During operation of the traditional
clutch controller, the predictions made by the simulation are less reliable than with
the adaptive controller, in terms of both shift speed and progression of the engine
speed signal (see Table 5.3). The shift duration is the same in simulation and
vehicle experiments, as far as adaptive control is considered. During traditional
control, shift duration differs between simulation and vehicle experiment.
• A smooth form of the engine speed signal is achieved, except for minor oscillations
caused by the adaptive controller, in both simulation and vehicle experiment.
• The adaptive controller achieves the same shift speed as the traditional controller,
except for downshifts from 5th to 4th gear, where shifts are 0.1 s slower.
Table 5.3: Comparison of shift duration for NAG3 transmission
Traditional Control Simulation Vehicle
➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ 0.5 s – 0.7 s 0.6 s – 0.9 s
➂Ñ➃ 0.7 s 0.5 s
➃Ñ➂ 0.3 s 0.3 s
➃Ñ➄ 0.7 s 0.5 s
➄Ñ➃ 0.3 s 0.3 s
Adaptive Control
➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ 0.7 s 0.7 s
➂Ñ➃ 0.5 s 0.5 s
➃Ñ➂ 0.3 s 0.3 s
➃Ñ➄ 0.5 s 0.5 s
➄Ñ➃ 0.4 s 0.4 s
• Tracking of the reference trajectory is far better with the adaptive controller. The
resulting error signals are much smaller and are also reduced below λ at the end of
the shift procedures.
• The waiting time of td “ 0.5 s is never reached during the shifts considered here,
since their duration is much shorter than in the FDCT transmission. It is advisable
to reduce td accordingly to allow for a decrease of kp¨q.
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In summary, the shift quality achieved by the traditional controller is matched by the
adaptive control algorithm, except for some small oscillations in the engine speed signal.
Tracking of the reference trajectory is improved and shift speed is the same in most cases.
5.2.3 Comparison of Shift Duration
Now, the traditional and adaptive clutch controllers in the NAG3 transmission are eval-
uated regarding shift speed performance.
Upshift Duration
First, upshifts are considered during vehicle pull away from standstill with an accelerator
pedal value of pa “ 40%.
The data for traditional clutch control is already depicted in Figs. 5.24 and 5.25. Upshift
duration is therefore 0.5 s – 0.7 s in simulation and 0.6 s – 0.9 s in the vehicle.
For the adaptively controlled upshifts, shift durations of 0.7 s are achieved in both sim-
ulation and vehicle experiment, as depicted in Figs. 5.30 and 5.31. In these cases, the
desired duration of the reference trajectory has also been set to tdur,1 “ 0.7 s. In order
to test if shorter shifts are possible, the desired shift time is reduced to tdur,1 “ 0.5 s.
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Figure 5.36: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control, tdur,1 “
0.5 s
As shown in simulation (see Fig. 5.36) and in data obtained by vehicle experiment (see
Fig. 5.37), upshifts are conducted successfully within a time span of 0.5 s. The form of the
engine speed signal in the vehicle differs from the one in simulation in exhibiting minor
oscillations.
The desired shift time is further reduced to tdur,1 “ 0.3 s. Figures 5.38 and 5.39 show the
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Figure 5.37: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control,
tdur,1 “ 0.5 s
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Figure 5.38: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control,
tdur,1 “ 0.3 s
resulting upshift procedures in simulation and vehicle experiment, respectively. Shifts are
conducted successfully. However, oscillations occur during both simulation and vehicle
experiment. Also, shift duration ranges from 0.3 s to 0.4 s. Therefore, the desired shift
speed is not achieved in all cases. This suggests that the controller and the clutch system
have reached their maximum performance here.
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Figure 5.39: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of ➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control,
tdur,1 “ 0.3 s
Downshift Duration
In order to investigate downshift performance, the vehicle is brought to a speed of 80 km ¨
h´1 and put into 8th gear. Then, four consecutive downshifts are conducted with an
accelerator pedal value of pa “ 40%.
For comparison, the maneuver is carried out under traditional control operation. As
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Figure 5.40: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➇Ñ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional control
depicted in Fig. 5.40, upshift duration under traditional control ranges from 0.1 s to 0.3
during simulation. This is confirmed by the vehicle experiment (see Fig. 5.41). Note
that during simulation, tracking of the reference signal is very poor, whereas the vehicle
experiment data exhibits good tracking behavior of the traditional controller.
Now, the maneuver is carried out with the adaptive controller in operation. The desired
shift duration is set to tdur,2 “ 0.3 s in an attempt to reduce overall downshift duration
and match the traditional control performance. As shown in the simulation results in
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Figure 5.41: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of ➇Ñ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ maneuver, traditional con-
trol
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Figure 5.42: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➇Ñ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control,
tdur,2 “ 0.3 s
Fig. 5.42, the adaptively controlled downshifts are performed smoothly in the desired
time frame, or even faster. Shift duration ranges from 0.1 s to 0.3 s. When considering
the vehicle data shown in Fig. 5.43, shifts are conducted within 0.15 s to 0.4 s, which
is a little slower than in simulation. The desired shift duration is further reduced to
tdur,2 “ 0.2 s in an attempt to match traditionally controlled shift speed. The results of
the simulation are shown in Fig. 5.44, where smooth control operation is achieved with
tdur,2 “ 0.2 s. Again, shift duration ranges from 0.1 s to 0.3 s, which is no improvement
compared to the previous setting of tdur,2 “ 0.3 s. As shown in the vehicle experiment
data in Fig. 5.45, downshifts are conducted in 0.15 s to 0.35 s. Thus, it is not possible
to reduce shift duration below these values by setting a shorter desired shift duration
tdur,2. The adaptive controller’s maximum performance is reached here. No improvement
is achieved compared to the traditional controller.
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Figure 5.43: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of➇Ñ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃maneuver, adaptive control,
tdur,2 “ 0.3 s
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Figure 5.44: NAG3: SiL simulation of ➇Ñ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ maneuver, adaptive control,
tdur,2 “ 0.2 s
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Figure 5.45: NAG3: Vehicle experiment of➇Ñ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃maneuver, adaptive control,
tdur,2 “ 0.2 s
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Discussion
The investigation of shift speed in the NAG3 transmission revealed that the adaptive
controller is able to conduct most shifts as fast as the traditional controller, whereas
upshifts are completed even faster. However, downshift procedures are completed ca.
0.05 s slower during adaptive control.
Table 5.4: Comparison of up- and downshift duration for NAG3 transmission
Traditional Control Simulation Vehicle
➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ 0.5 s – 0.7 s 0.6 s – 0.9 s
➇Ñ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ 0.1 s – 0.3 s 0.1 s – 0.3 s
Adaptive Control
➀Ñ➁Ñ➂Ñ➃ 0.3 s – 0.4 s 0.3 s – 0.4 s
➇Ñ➆Ñ➅Ñ➄Ñ➃ 0.15 s – 0.35 s 0.15 s – 0.35 s
The simulation is more reliable while the adaptive controller is in operation (see Table 5.4),
where the results are confirmed by the vehicle experiment. In conclusion, the adaptive
controller matches the traditional control performance with the NAG3 transmission con-
cerning shift speed.
5.3 Exemplary Shifts during Coasting
So far, only powered shifts with an accelerator pedal value of pa ą 0 have been considered.
Both constrained and release shifts are conducted with this setting. However, unpowered
shifts with a negative engine torque can be performed by the adaptive controller as well.
To demonstrate controller operation during some exemplary unpowered shifts, the vehicle
is accelerated to 60 km ¨ h´1 and put into 5th gear. The accelerator pedal is released and
two consecutive downshifts are conducted. This maneuver may be initiated to facilitate
engine breaking, for example during downhill coasting.
The following figures show the results of simulation and vehicle experiments during tradi-
tional and adaptive control of the unpowered downshift maneuver with the FDCT trans-
mission. As shown in Figs. 5.46 and 5.47, the traditionally controlled downshifts are
conducted in a time frame of ca. 0.8 s in simulation and ca. 1.5 s in the actual vehicle.
The control error is considerably larger during the vehicle experiment, and some oscilla-
tions are present in the engine speed signal as well. The control performance is compared
to the adaptive controller in the following plots.
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Figure 5.46: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➂ maneuver, traditional control
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Figure 5.47: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➂ maneuver, traditional control
The adaptive controller performs well in simulation (see Fig. 5.48) and in the vehicle ex-
periment (see Fig. 5.49). However, some oscillations are present in the engine speed signal
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Figure 5.48: FDCT: SiL simulation of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➂ maneuver, adaptive control
in the vehicle. The λ-neighborhood is left during the first downshift in simulation, but
is obeyed almost all the time during vehicle experiment. Shift duration of the adaptively
controlled unpowered downshifts is ca. 0.7 s in simulation and ca. 0.8 s in the vehicle,
which is faster than with the traditional controller in operation.
This concludes the exemplary investigation of unpowered shifts. The general functionality
of the adaptive controller with an accelerator pedal of pa “ 0% has been shown. Further
analyses of unpowered shifts are not carried out, since the two types of constrained and
release shifts have been investigated in previous sections.
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Figure 5.49: FDCT: Vehicle experiment of ➄Ñ➃Ñ➂ maneuver, adaptive control
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6 Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter concludes the thesis. The work is summarized, the results are discussed and
conclusions regarding the feasibility of the control architecture are drawn. The control
performance evaluation is followed by the considerations regarding the reduction of cali-
bration efforts. An overview over future areas for research and improvement of adaptive
λ-tracking control in clutch control systems for automatic transmissions is given.
6.1 Summary
This work was motivated by the increasing complexity in transmission control systems,
driven by increased functionality and contribution of automatic transmissions to reduce
fuel consumption in passenger cars. This development leads to a higher number of calibra-
tion parameters, which in turn results in increased calibration efforts. Various methods
for coping with this issue have been indicated. Among them are the automation of the
calibration process or the reduction of calibration efforts by means of simulation. In this
thesis, a different approach has been taken: The goal was to reduce the need for cali-
bration by reducing the number of calibration parameters. To achieve this, an adaptive
feedback control architecture with λ-tracking that requires very few parameters has been
implemented that is able to conduct its own calibration. Adaptive λ-tracking controllers
are able to control systems with unknown and also with changing sets of parameters and
can be designed without knowledge of system parameters. An adaption law is imple-
mented that computes the feedback gains of an underlying PID-feedback controller by
using information from the system output. Thus, the controller is able to adapt its pa-
rameters to the current system dynamics and the need for calibration is circumvented.
After introductory remarks and motivation of this work (see Chapter 1), an introduc-
tion into high-gain feedback control was given and the underlying principles have been
outlined in Chapter 2. The stability criteria were discussed and the controller require-
ments have been derived. Following the theoretical analysis, a nonlinear system model
of the electro-hydraulically actuated friction clutch in the automatic transmissions under
consideration has been derived (see Chapter 3). It was used to investigate the high-gain
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feedback stability of the system at hand. The investigation showed that the system is
high-gain stabilizable and an adaptive λ-tracking controller can be applied to control the
relative speed of friction clutches and is therefore able to control certain phases during
a gearshift procedure. The speed control phase has been chosen for implementation of
the adaptive controller, during which it controls the form of the engine speed signal that
follows from the progression of the relative speed at the respective friction clutch.
The λ-tracking controller was implemented into the actual transmission control software
running on a standard series production control unit and has been tested in a SiL simu-
lation environment (see Chapter 4). Models of the respective vehicle, powertrain, trans-
mission and control unit are incorporated into the simulation. Thus, the controller was
designed and analyzed regarding its parameters and the resulting control performance.
Gearshift procedures have been conducted and the control performance has been com-
pared to the traditional control software in Chapter 5. The experiments have been carried
out in vehicles on a test track using current series production powertrain hardware. The
control performance predicted by simulation was confirmed by the vehicle experiments.
The implementation of the adaptive controller in two distinct powertrains with entirely
different transmissions mounted to different combustion engines shows the adaptive capa-
bility of the approach to successfully control systems with unknown parameters without
the need for powerful prototyping control hardware. Instead, series production control
hardware has been used.
6.2 Results
The goal of this thesis was to apply adaptive λ-tracking control during powered gearshifts
in an attempt to reduce calibration parameters under the following conditions:
• stability of the resulting closed-loop control architecture has to be ensured,
• the control performance has to at least match the traditional control software,
• the control architecture has to be applicable to series production control hardware,
and
• the number of calibration parameters has to be reduced.
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6.2.1 Stability
In Chapter 3, an extensive stability analysis was conducted, based on a nonlinear math-
ematical model of the friction clutch system. It was shown that the system is high-gain
stabilizable if a λ-tracking controller with a PD-feedback structure is implemented. Thus,
the stability for the system class of electro-hydraulically actuated friction clutches has
been established. This includes both the FDCT and NAG3 transmissions.
6.2.2 Control Performance
The adaptive controller devised in Chapter 4 has to at least match the control perfor-
mance of the traditional controller, so that no disadvantages are introduced by the new
control architecture. The control performance was evaluated by comparing shift speed and
absence of oscillations in the engine speed signal while tracking the reference trajectory.
Oscillations
One of the control goals was to smoothly track the reference trajectory. Any oscillations
or discontinuities present in the progression of the engine speed signal are unfavorable, as
they cause poor shift quality by generating jerks in the powertrain and at the same time
are perceived audibly by the passengers.
In case of the FDCT transmission, the adaptive controller achieved an overall smoother
form of the engine speed signal with near to no oscillations. Hence, control performance
was equal to, and in some cases even better than with the traditional controller.
For the NAG3 transmission, some oscillations are introduced in some of the investigated
shift procedures. Generally, the adaptive controller achieved smooth control performance.
To conclude, the adaptive controller is able to achieve a smooth control performance and
thus contributes to shift quality.
Shift Speed
As discussed in Chapter 5, the adaptive controller is able to perform gearshifts mostly
as fast as the traditional controller, for both the FDCT and the NAG3 transmission.
In some cases, even faster shifts can be conducted. The downshift procedures in the
NAG3 transmission take ca. 0.05 s longer than with the traditional controller. However,
no assessment concerning shift comfort can be made. This was expressively excluded
from this work, as discussed in Chapter 3. Thus, faster shifts, as achieved with adaptive
control, may cause uncomfortable jerks in the powertrain, and this may be the reason why
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traditionally controlled shifts tend to take longer. Nonetheless, this does not diminish
the capabilities demonstrated by the adaptive controller. Hence, the goal of this thesis
to match or even improve on the control performance of the clutch controller has been
achieved.
6.2.3 Applicability to Series Production Hardware
One constraint for this work was to devise a control architecture that is able to be imple-
mented into the existing setup of series production control units. This has been achieved
by implementing the controller into the existing transmission control software. Moreover,
the computational performance of the traditional TCU is sufficient to run the λ-tracking
control algorithms. Additionally, only the speed sensors that are already present are used
to create the control feedback loop.
In conclusion, no extensions or alterations of the control hardware have been made and
the adaptive controller can be applied to the series production control units.
6.2.4 Reduction of Calibration Efforts
Another goal was to reduce calibration efforts by implementing adaptive λ-tracking con-
trollers to reduce control software complexity while maintaining functionality. Thus, the
reduction of calibration parameters is assessed.
First, consider the control software governing the gearshift procedures in the FDCT trans-
mission. For traditional control, there is a total of 617 calibration parameters that are
needed during the speed control phase of a gearshift. After implementing the adaptive λ-
tracking controller, a total of 146 parameters becomes obsolete. However, the λ-tracking
controller introduces 8 new parameters, so 138 parameters are saved in total. This con-
stitutes a reduction of 22.4%.
When considering the NAG3 transmission, 646 calibration parameters are involved in
the speed control phase of the gearshifts. The adaptive controller makes 250 parameters
redundant while again introducing 8 new parameters on its own. Thus, a total of 242
parameters is saved, which is 37.5% of the original number.
Table 6.1: Number of calibration parameters
Transmission Traditional control
parameters
Adaptive control
parameters
Reduction
FDCT 617 479 22.4%
NAG3 646 404 37.5%
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The calibration parameters that are saved by replacing traditional control algorithms with
adaptive λ-tracking control, are of the following types:
• control gains for open-loop controllers or gain matrices for gain scheduling con-
trollers,
• time parameters to compute control value gradients,
• control values and control value matrices that are accessed by open-loop controllers,
• coefficients to influence control values depending on system state variables such as
engine speed, torque, temperature and vehicle load and
• limit values of system state variables to trigger different behavior of open-loop con-
trollers.
The saved parameters are characteristic for open-loop control strategies. They have been
replaced by a feedback controller, which in turn only introduces a small number of new
parameters and recomputes its own feedback gains by means of an adaption law. These
new parameters can also be set by the designer in simulation, prior to vehicle testing.
Thus, calibration of the adaptive control parameters is not costly.
Note that the additional parameters introduced by the adaptive controller are the same
for both the FDCT and NAG3 transmissions. Despite different powertrain architectures,
the controller is operational with the same set of parameters. This highlights the adaptive
nature of the λ-tracking controller and demonstrates that the control parameters can be
determined quickly with the help of simulations.
It is very difficult to assess the costs saved during development by reducing the discussed
calibration parameters. No figures are available that express the work load required for
calibrating a distinct set of parameters. Thus, the improvement achieved by reducing the
number of calibration parameters is unquantifiable. However, if an even distribution of
the calibration effort over all parameters is assumed, the work load is reduced by 22.4%
for the FDCT transmission and by 37.5% for the NAG3 transmission. This constitutes a
considerable reduction. Hence, the goal of reducing calibration efforts has been achieved.
6.3 Outlook
There are several aspects of this work that may be continued and modified in future
projects regarding adaptive λ-tracking control in powertrain systems.
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6.3.1 Adaptive Control Architecture
Various subjects concerning the structure of adaptive controllers may be investigated in
the future.
• MIMO Control Structure
As discussed in Chapter 4, the focus on SISO control systems for clutch controllers
may be insufficient in creating both comfortable and fast gearshift dynamics. The
transient reduction or increase of engine torque during a gearshift has to be taken
into account. In order to include the engine dynamics into the adaptive clutch
control algorithm, a MIMO system design can be investigated. The first step may
be to rely on the traditional engine intervention control algorithm while operating
the gearshift clutches with the adaptive controller. However, the additional effect
of the varying engine torque on the clutch dynamics has to be considered. This
may be done by subtracting or adding a control value proportional to the engine
intervention control signal.
Also, the second clutch that is active during a gearshift procedure may be incor-
porated into the control algorithm. This may prove to be another possibility to
improve powertrain dynamics and shift quality.
• Interaction of PID-feedback and Adaption Law Dynamics
In Chapter 4, the unfavorable counteractive behavior of proportional and integral
feedback terms and a fix to this problem has been discussed. However, different
approaches may be taken to correct for unfeasible dynamics caused by the adaption
law and the integral feedback. For instance, instead of muting the adaption law,
it is conceivable to mute the integral feedback term. Thus, an adaptive λ-tracking
PD-feedback controller would still be in operation.
It may be advantageous to further investigate the interaction of integral and adap-
tion dynamics. So far, it was shown that the adaption law dynamics should not be
dominant over the integral feedback dynamics.
• Alternative Adaption Laws
During this work, existing adaption laws proved to be sufficient in reaching the
control goals. However, other adaptors are conceivable. If a decoupling of adaption
and integral feedback dynamics can be devised, it may be incorporated into a new
adaption law and thus avoid the counteracting behavior of proportional and integral
feedback terms without the need for a correction term ∆.
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• Adaptive Feed-Forward Control
The adaptive controller discussed in this thesis is operating without any feed-forward
control term. The goal was to reduce calibration efforts, and as a result, no feed-
forward control requiring calibration has been included. However, it may be feasible
to devise an adaption law that generates a feed-forward control signal based on past
gearshifts. Thus, the tracking error may be reduced further and the controller may
become more dynamic.
• Individual adaptive Gain Factors
Currently, the same common gain factors k1,2p¨q are used for every upshift and down-
shift procedure, respectively. It may be advantageous to save individual gain factors
for each individual gearshift in order to account for varying gearshift dynamics. An-
other possibility is to restart the adaption process from a low value of kp¨q at the
beginning of each gearshift and thus obtain a unique gain factor every time. This
requires fast adaptive behavior while simultaneously achieving smooth control per-
formance. However, the distinction between individually saved gain factors would
become redundant.
• Asymmetrical λ-Neighborhood
The adaption law is currently designed with a symmetrical λ-strip, i.e., the adaptor
does not distinguish between positive and negative values of ep¨q regarding the λ-
neighborhood. However, it may be useful to incorporate different values of λ relative
to the sign of ep¨q. Thus, it is possible to allow for positive, but not for negative
values of the error signal, for example. It is also conceivable to implement different
adaptors depending on the sign of the error signal and thus generate individual
adaption dynamics.
• Control Hardware
As discussed in Chapter 4, the adaptive controller would benefit from a shorter
sampling time T of the digital control setup. The derivative feedback term would
cause less noise and as a result, the coefficient κ may be increased. This would lead
to a stronger damping of the PID-controller and would contribute to the avoidance
of oscillations. The advantages of a faster digital controller may be investigated
resulting in a recommendation for a future sampling time value.
It is also advisable to conduct extensive vehicle experiments under various environmental
conditions, such as extreme temperatures. This way, the adaptive nature of the controller
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can be evaluated by determining its ability to react to drastic changes in system param-
eters. Due to the lack of the required testing facilities, this could not be done in this
thesis.
6.3.2 Other Components
The applicability of adaptive λ-tracking control is not limited to the speed control phase
during gearshifts. Other possibilities and powertrain components are highlighted here.
• Other phases during gearshift procedures
The adaptive controller may be extended to be operated during other gearshift
phases, for instance during the torque handover phase. The benefit would be an
even further reduced number of calibration parameters.
• Torque Converter Lock-up Clutch
The lock-up clutch of the torque converter of the NAG3 transmission may also be
outfitted with the adaptive λ-tracking controller to control the transmission input
torque and clutch slippage.
• Vehicle Pull Away Control
In case of the FDCT transmission, vehicle pull away from standstill is controlled with
the help of the clutch K1, that is also used during gearshifts. Hence, it is obvious
that vehicle pull away may also be operated with the help of adaptive control. This
may also lead to a reduction of calibration parameters for the transmission control
software.
• Engine Start during Hybrid Drive Mode
Hybrid vehicles are equipped with an additional electric motor to propel the vehicle
and recuperate electric energy during braking to be stored in the battery. The com-
bustion engine is shut down as often as possible to maximize fuel saving. Thus, in a
hybrid powertrain, the combustion engine has to be restarted frequently while the
vehicle is in motion, whenever the power demand surpasses the means of the elec-
tric drive. This engine start-up procedure may also be controlled with the adaptive
controller discussed in this thesis. However, it is likely that a MIMO system control
approach has to be taken in order to implement the simultaneous control of engaging
clutch, electric motor and combustion engine to achieve a smooth transition from
electric drive mode to hybrid or conventional drive mode.
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6.3.3 Evaluation of Calibration Efforts
As discussed above, the impact of the reduction of calibration parameters may be further
investigated. One way to determine work load reduction is to analyze two complete cal-
ibration processes of the same powertrain: one transmission with the traditional control
software and one with the adaptive controller. Then, the hours spent on both projects
can be measured and compared and a figure conveying actual cost reduction can be found
by assigning an hourly rate.
Also, an investigation of the complete calibration parameter set may reveal parts of the
software that contribute disproportionately to the calibration efforts. The modules indi-
cated may be investigated towards the applicability of adaptive control in an attempt to
further reduce calibration parameters.
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